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Introduction
Research into spincaloritronics, particularly the interaction between heat and spin currents in ferromagnetic (FM) structures [1] is ever-growing. Understanding the fundamentals of these effects is important in order to
differentiate between spincalotronics, thermoelectric and spintronic effects. Our experiments strive to distinguish these effects by accurately controlling and measuring thermal gradients and electric currents on thin
films and nanostructures. We have designed experiments to probe the thermal Planar Nernst Effect (PNE) and its electric analog the Planar Hall Effect (PHE).

Thermal Isolation Platforms
Our micro-machined thermal platforms are made of two suspended Si-N islands connected by a bridge (360 μm x 2050 μm) creating a thermal link between the islands. Patterned on the islands are
Cr/Pt wires to separately heat each island and for thermometry. A variety of voltage taps for both longitudinal and transverse measurements are situated at either end and center of the bridge. These
platforms allow for “zero substrate” heating of thin films deposited along the bridge, helping eliminate unintended thermal gradients that can complicate these systems. We have two varieties of
voltage “taps,” Pt strips and point contacts. The new structures have been based on previously used designs [2,3] for measuring thermal conductivity and the conventional Seebeck effect in thin films.

Transverse Voltage Measurements
To test for presence of PNE the transverse voltage taps are monitored as
power is cycled to one of the islands creating a 𝛻𝑇 along the bridge. When
measuring these voltages we observe a large background signal due to
standard Seebeck effects in the wiring and the legs of the platforms that need
to be subtracted off [4]. We define our angle between the thermal gradient
and direction of in-plane magnetization. All PNE experiments were
conducted at a base temperature of 276K with a 𝛻𝑇 of 50K between hot
island and frame. Similar experiments were performed to detect the PHE
with a 30 μA current down the bridge in place of applied heat.

Anisotropic Magnetoresistance 
(AMR) and Field-dependent 
longitudinal Thermopower (TEP)
We have the ability to measure both AMR and longitudinal TEP on our
devices. This data provides a valuable check on the expected PNE and
PHE voltage signal sizes. AMR data is taken at 300K, approximately the
average bridge temperature during the transverse voltage measurements.
Longitudinal TEP is taken at 276K with an approximate delta T of 20K.

Conclusion and Future work
Our thermal isolation platforms provide “zero substrate” information on our NiFe films. With our new devices we have observed a strong
Planar Nernst signal along with a Planar Hall signal. We can provide a solid correlation between electrical and thermal systems in angle
dependence and small field dependence. The presence of a platinum strip in place of point contacts has affected the magnetics of our NiFe
sample via a sign flip and an asymmetrical signal. Future work will involve looking further into the effects that our Pt strip has on our
NiFe film, work on thermal modeling of our devices to help determine our large background and expected thermal and electrical gradients,
and measure the ANE of our samples.
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Fabrication
Platforms are fabricated in
a clean room environment
using optical lithography
techniques. All current

experiments have been
performed on 75nm NiFe
films deposited via electron beam vapor
deposition.
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We have strong Planar Nernst signals
in our new devices a function of
angle, which is similar to previous
work [4,9-11]. The addition of the
center contact has provided further
insight on the behavior at either end
of the bridge. On the same device,
the signal is reduced by roughly a
third on the right contacts compared
to the center. This indicates the
possibility of additional variations in
leads, geometry, or unintended
thermal or electrical gradients. The
transverse voltage vs angle is
symmetric in field, indicating no SSE
or Anomalous Nernst Effect. We
believe the Pt strip is causing a
shorting effect, reducing our PNE
signal.

AMR TEP

Saturation
center point contacts right point contacts

I = -30 μA 

I = -30 μA 

Our Planar Hall saturation data agrees nicely with our Planar Nernst Data. We see a
similar sin 2𝜃 dependence as expected for the PHE. The right point contacts are
reduced (similar to the PNE signals) compared to the center point contacts.

I = +30 μA 

I = +30 μA 

Up Down

Up Down

We provide a direct
comparison between PNE and
PHE at low fields. The pattern
is calculated via domains in the
reference paper below [12].
PNE data was taken with a
base temperature of 276K and
𝛻𝑇 of 50K. PHE data was
taken at 300K with a current of
30 μA.
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Using the same
setup to measure
transverse voltage,
the Pt strips cause
a sign flip and an
asymmetric signal
compared to point
contacts in both
Planar Nernst and
Planar Hall Signal
at low fields.
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Planar Nernst Effect

Expectations from Spin Seebeck Effect
SSSE, Ni-Fe =  -6 x 10-11 V/K

θPt = 0.08

ηF/Pt = 0.16 ΔT  =  50  K

dPt = 40 nm

LPt = 353 μm

[5]

expected VT =  2  x  168  nV  ≈  330  nV  
and a sin 𝜃 angle dependence

Reference Planar
Hall Calculations
Planar hall voltage has been
calculated as a function of angle
by Antonov et al. [12]. Their
model incorporates one- and
two-domain basic structures
along with taking into account
the demagnetizing fields in the
domains to describe both
magnetization and voltage
dependencies of the PNE.
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A B S T R A C T

Research in spintronics often involves generation of heat in nanoscale magnetic systems. This heat generation
can be intentional, as when studying effects created by an external applied temperature difference, or
unintentional, coming as a consequence of driving relatively large charge currents through tiny structures.
Understanding and controlling these thermal gradients can present challenges to experimentalists, which are
related at some level to the fact that heat flow is much more difficult to isolate and manipulate than charge
flow. This paper aims to provide a simple, intuitive framework to understand the fundamental issues that
arise in spintronic materials and devices involving thermal gradients. The first goal is to provide simple tools
to demonstrate how thermal gradients arise in systems with thin conducting films on bulk substrates. The
main results are that a thermal gradient pointing perpendicular to the plane of a thin film supported on
a macroscopic substrate is very common, even while the largest temperature drop in the system will exist
across the bulk substrate itself. These results point to the need to understand the range of thermoelectric and
magnetothermoelectric effects that can generate voltage signals and other responses to thermal gradients. I
provide a brief review of these, along with relevant spin effects. The review concludes with examples and
comments on several important ongoing issues in spintronics where thermal gradients play key roles.

1. Introduction

Spintronics seeks to manipulate and use the spin degree of freedom
of electrons to add new functionality and fundamental properties to
electronic systems [1–5]. Achieving this control almost always uses
tools of micro- or nanoscale science and engineering to create physical
systems from thin films with one or more dimensions less than 100 nm.
One of the earliest examples, and perhaps most notable to date, is the
‘‘giant magnetoresistance’’ (GMR) effect, where spin-dependent scat-
tering of electrons flowing through a thin film heterostructure of two
decoupled ferromagnetic layers causes a significant field-dependent
resistance [6–8]. This fundamental physics leads to sensitive magnetic
field sensors that drove advances in magnetic hard disk information
storage technologies that enabled the information age [9–12]. The
reciprocal effect of GMR, where angular momentum conservation can
cause the induced spin polarization of the electrons to transfer suf-
ficient angular momentum to switch the magnetization direction of
a ferromagnetic thin film element, called spin transfer torque (STT),
opened dramatic new possibilities for spintronics, allowing control of
information by application of large local currents instead of distant
external fields [13–16].

E-mail address: barry.zink@du.edu.

The STT effect also highlights an important complication that arises
in a wide range of ongoing studies in spintronics and related fields. The
fundamental physics of this effect requires a large current density to
pass through tiny nanoscale structures. The large current flow almost
always brings large Joule heating through charge scattering, meaning
that a complete understanding of spintronic devices often requires
knowledge of heat flow in complex nanoscale structures, and the effects
or artifacts this heat flow can introduce. This significant heat flow is
fundamentally much more difficult to control or manage than charge
flow, since there is no such thing as a heat insulator. To be more
quantitative, where typical materials used in spintronic systems can
easily have electrical conductivity, �, that differ by much more than
ten orders of magnitude, their thermal conductivity varies at most
by a factor of Ì1000. Historically, researchers in spintronics have a
somewhat widely varied approach to these heating effects, ranging
from ignoring them entirely to intentionally using them to open new
functionalities. The latter approach, using existing thermal gradients or
intentionally created thermal gradients to manipulate the spin degree
of freedom in a magnetic system, has grown into its own very active
sub-field of spin caloritronics [17–20].
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to demonstrate how thermal gradients arise in systems with thin conducting films on bulk substrates. The
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provide a brief review of these, along with relevant spin effects. The review concludes with examples and
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field sensors that drove advances in magnetic hard disk information
storage technologies that enabled the information age [9–12]. The
reciprocal effect of GMR, where angular momentum conservation can
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The goal of this review is first to provide a simple and accessible
motivation for the importance of thermal effects in spintronic mate-
rials and devices, focusing on model systems and calculations that
demonstrate the important fundamentals that often arise. The models
demonstrating the fundamentals of thermal gradient generation and
direction will point to the importance of understanding the ‘‘zoo’’
of thermoelectric and magneto-thermoelectric effects, and their more
recently appreciated spin counterparts. I will therefore also provide
a short review of these effects, give essential materials parameters
for some key spintronic constituents, and highlight selected literature
where these effects arise or are demonstrated. This will include the Spin
Seebeck Effect, Spin-Dependent Seebeck Effect and other important
spin caloritronic demonstrations, and the Anomalous Nernst Effect. I
will conclude by highlighting some important examples and current
areas of interest in spintronics, where thermal effects will likely always
remain an important consideration. This will include some aspects
of Spin–Orbit Torque (SOT) switching. As indicated in the title, I
write this from the point of view of an experimentalist with interest
and expertise in developing measurement methods for thermal effects
in thin films and nanostructures, and in applications to fundamental
materials physics of magnetic systems. I hope that the resulting guide
is useful for students or more senior researchers new to the field, and
especially to those wishing to develop a simple framework to better
understand how heat flow in nanoscale structures can impact their own
work.

2. Generation of thermal gradients (intentional and unintentional)

To begin, consider a large current density, J = I_A, where A

is the cross-sectional area perpendicular to the electron flow, and I

is the charge current applied to a wire patterned from a metallic
thin film, with electrical resistivity ⇢, deposited on an electrically
insulating substrate. Such structures are common in spintronic systems
and devices, and often have thickness, t, ranging from a few to a
few hundred nanometers, and width, w from about 100 nanometers to
dozens of microns. Electron flow through such wires generates Joule
heat, with dissipated power Pj = I

2
R, with resistance R determined by

the material composition and geometry of the wire, R = ⇢l_wt, where
l is the length of the current path. The heated volume is then V = lwt.
We can easily relate Pj directly to current density, such that

Pj = I
2
0
⇢l
wt

1
= I

2

(wt)2
(lwt) ⇢ ‰

Pj

V
= J

2
⇢ (1)

. It is fairly common in experiments such as STT and SOT switching
to reach current density on order of J Ì 1011 A_m2. For our simple
wire this could represent a current I = 1 mA applied to a 100 nm thick,
100 nm wide wire. Depending on the material used for the wire, ⇢ can
easily be fairly large. If we assume ⇢ = 30 �⌦ cm (in the range of
typical ferromagnetic metal alloys), then the resulting power density
in the wire that results from Joule heating is > 1015 W_m3. This power
density exceeds that in the core of a nuclear reactor by many orders of
magnitude [21]. Here we are mostly concerned with the temperature
gradients that arise from this large energy density, which as we will
see, depend strongly on how this energy escapes the wire in the form
of heat flow. But even before developing a picture of this heat flow,
the huge energy density seen here should warn us that very significant
thermal gradients will often be present in spintronic devices.

We can gain a bit more understanding of the nature of these thermal
gradients using very simple analytic models of the steady-state heat
current that flows in various thin films or heterostructures supported by
bulk substrates. As shown in Fig. 1, we will consider the temperature
profile in a slice of two common structures. Fig. 1(a) shows a schematic
view of a slice, with width w and length l through a thick substrate,
with thickness tsub, with a very thin metallic film, with thickness tmet ,
deposited on top. Since electrical connections to this film are often
important to generate or measure the desired signal, and since we will

Fig. 1. Schematic views and simple thermal models for two situations common in
spintronic devices. (a) A slice of an insulating substrate with a deposited metal
film, with thicknesses, tmet and tsub, and length l and width w indicated. Elec-
trical connections are shown schematically in brown. (b) Corresponding thermal
model, showing contributions to heat transport from radiation, convection, conduction
(through experimental wiring), and the sample heterostructure. (c) A similar schematic
slice of an insulating substrate for the case of a metal film on top of a thin oxide
layer, on top of a bulk substrate. (d) Corresponding thermal model with the additional
conductances introduced by the oxide (heat loss from the top of the film is not shown
for simplicity).

see these often play an important role in the resulting thermal profile,
we also schematically indicate the electrical connections to the top
of the metal film. For this structure, we can write the corresponding
‘‘lumped element’’ thermal model seen in Fig. 1(b). We assume this
substrate will be mounted in an experimental platform with a con-
stant base temperature, To, and held in a surrounding environment
at temperature Tÿ. The top surface of the metal film can exchange
heat energy with the surroundings potentially via all three of the
typical mechanisms: radiation, convection, and conduction. Radiation,
the exchange of energy with the distant environment via thermally
excited (blackbody) photons, is described by the Stefan–Boltzmann law,
Prad ◊ Aeff�✏T

4, where Aeff is the effective area of the radiating
surface, � is the Stefan–Boltzmann constant, and ✏ is the emissivity
of the surface. Despite the strong T -dependence, in many situations of
interest this contribution is small and can often be ignored. However,
some care must be taken when a surface has components with very
different emissivities, especially since these can be poorly known for
materials of interest [22]. If the sample is held in atmosphere or
other gaseous environment, the heated film surface can also exchange
energy via convection and conduction through this gas. For the case of
atmosphere surrounding a spintronic device, this contribution is often
significant. Finally, heat can flow away from the top surface of the film
via conduction (transport of electrons and phonons) in the wires or
probes used to make electrical connections to this film element. This
also can be a very significant contribution.

The heated film can also exchange energy via conduction of heat
downward toward the base temperature. In this event the heat current
flows through a series of thermal impedances W , or thermal conduc-
tances K = 1_W . The first such thermal conductance comes from the
metal film itself, Kf ilm, related to the limitations of heat flow in a
given material that we typically describe as the thermal conductivity
of a material, k. In analogy to the typical relation used to determine
electrical resistance from electrical resistivity, we can write:

W =
(1_k)l
wt

‰ K = kA

l
, (2)
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Fig. 7. Schematic views of electric and thermoelectric effects in ferromagnetic condu-
ctors.

temperature typically requires extreme care, and reaching 1 part in
105 accuracy on measured T , a fairly standard accuracy for resistance
measurements, is essentially unheard of. For this reason, for any effect
where schematic thermometers appear in the figures below, the reader
should assume that only the most heroic measurements can credibly
claim even 1% accuracy. As shown in Fig. 6, this certainly includes
measurements of thermal conductivity, where the experimentalist must
measure a temperature difference across a sample in response to known
heat power applied. It also includes the Peltier effect. This is the time-
reversal symmetry conjugate of the Seebeck effect. By reversing the
arrows shown for the Seebeck case in Fig. 5, one can argue that driving
a charge current through a conductor should drive a flow of entropy
that results in a temperature difference along the current path. This
statement can be made quantifiably correct using the Onsager relation
which indicates that ⇧ = ↵T , where ⇧ is the Peltier coefficient. The
temperature difference across the sample is proportional to I⇧ .

As already mentioned at the end of the previous section, accurate
knowledge of thermal conductivity of thin films and nanostructures
is a constant challenge. Isolating the contribution of a thin film or
nanostructure from a supporting bulk substrate is challenging, for
all the reasons outlined above. Nevertheless, methods to achieve this
continue to be developed and improved [90–92]. Finally, note that in
the most general case, the thermal conductivity of a material, like the
electrical conductivity, is a tensor that describes possible anisotropy
with crystal direction and other effects. Since anisotropy of thermal
conductivity is not an effect that has caused measurable impact on
spintronic systems to my knowledge, I have used the simple assumption
that k is isotropic in this paper.

3.4. Effects in ferromagnets: Magnetization dependent transport (AMR and
mtep, AHE and ane, PHE and PNE)

The addition of magnetic order drives important modifications of
the picture outlined for non-magnetic conductors. As shown in Fig. 7,
these include modifications to both field-dependent charge transport,
and to thermal analogs. When the magnetization of the FM is controlled
in the plane of the film by application of field, where the angle ✓

tracks the orientation with respect to current direction, measurements
of longitudinal voltage in response to applied current result in the
anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR) [93]. Replacing charge current
with thermal gradient again gives a Seebeck effect, or longitudinal
magnetoresistance, though now with a dependence on ✓, often called

the magnetothermopower (MTEP). When the field causes magnetiza-
tion transverse to the applied current or thermal gradient, a mutually
perpendicular electric field (and voltage) appears due to either the
anomalous Hall effect (AHE), or anomalous Nernst effect (ANE), respec-
tively. The term ‘‘anomalous’’ was used in the earliest measurements
of the Hall effect and refers to the unusually large values of Hall effect
observed for conducting ferromagnets when compared to non-magnetic
metals [94]. In the schematics for AHE and ANE I explicitly labeled
the width of the sample, w. With the choice of direction of the current
(or thermal gradient) and applied field (and therefore magnetization)
indicated, the width lies along the direction of the electric field gener-
ated by the Hall or Nernst effect. As a result, assuming that this electric
field is uniform throughout the sample, the measured voltage will be
simply proportional to the width. As stated earlier, it is common for the
width of a thin film ferromagnet to be fairly large, and this can easily
make significant voltages appear even if thermal gradients or applied
currents are small. The AHE has been studied fairly extensively, and
the topic has been reviewed in great detail [95]. Measurements of the
ANE are more rare, and studies on a range of thin film ferromagnetic
(FM) systems have started to appear only fairly recently. To first clarify
terminology, the expression for the electric field generated by the ANE,
EN, is

EN=(VN = *SN öm ù (T , (29)

where öm in the direction of the magnetization of the FM, and (T the
thermal gradient across the contact. SN is the transverse Seebeck coef-
ficient, which is often expressed SN = RNSFM where RN is termed the
anomalous Nernst coefficient (sometimes written ✓ANE and called the
anomalous Nernst angle) and SFM is the absolute Seebeck coefficient of
the ferromagnet. This expression makes very clear that, like the resistiv-
ity and Seebeck coefficient, the overall size of the ANE will depend on
the details of scattering in a given sample. This provides some context
for reports of SN which may not agree for the nominally same FM
material. The metallic ferromagnet that has the most measurements
of the ANE coefficient (still only a handful) is permalloy, the Ni–Fe
alloy with Ì80% Ni. Most values for SN fall near *2* 3 �V_K, [34,96–
100], though some authors report much smaller values [101]. There
are two fairly common approaches to measure the ANE for metals,
one a variation of the experiment used to probe the longitudinal spin
Seebeck effect (described in more detail below), and the second using
nanoscale metallic devices called non local or lateral spin valves. The
effect has also been observed in magnetic tunnel junctions, which
provided an ANE coefficient value for CoFeB [102]. Chuang, et al. also
studied other transition metal ferromagnets [99], and measurements
of semiconducting FM ferrites have also been reported [103]. Some
authors have shown that combined effects of bulk and surface spin–
orbit scattering can both play important roles in the effective ANE
voltage [104]. This means that simple assumptions about how a given
layer in a magnetic heterostructure should contribute to ANE voltages,
or even how a film grown on two different substrates behaves, are
most likely not reliable. This is one of many complications that make
separating the ANE from other effects with the same symmetry between
the applied magnetic field and measured voltage extremely difficult.

Ferromagnets also support a third class of effects, where transverse
voltage measurements depend on the direction of the in-plane magneti-
zation controlled by a rotating external field. These are the planar Hall
effect (PHE) [105] and planar Nernst effect (PNE) [31,98,106–110].
These effects are driven mainly by spin–orbit coupling that introduces
field-direction dependence to the motion of charge carriers. We can
gain some intuitive understanding of the expected symmetry of the
AMR, MTEP, and PHE and PNE with an extremely simple view of the
spin–orbit scattering as outlined in Fig. 8. Each panel shows a schematic
view of a ferromagnetic conductor, where electrons in an applied
current travel on average from left to right (such that the current Ix
flows to the left). In each panel, I indicate the direction of applied field,
H (assumed large enough to fully magnetize the sample in the indicated
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different Seebeck coefficients, such that applying a thermal gradient to
the FM metal could generate a difference in spin potential that could
provide a source of pure spin currents. This effect can be realized, but
it has now been conclusively shown that the spin separation can only
exist on a quite short length scale comparable to the spin diffusion
length [135] in the metallic ferromagnet, �FM. This effect, which is
typically observed in metallic non local spin valves, is called the spin
dependent Seebeck effect (SDSE) [136–144]. As I show at the top of
Fig. 11, the non local spin valve (NLSV) consists of two FM nanowires
bridged by a non magnetic conductor, with separation L on the order
of the spin diffusion length, �NM, of the non-magnetic conductor [145–
149]. To observe the SDSE, one FM is heated by applying charge
current. As shown in the inset cross-sectional view of the interface
between FM and NM, this generates a thermal gradient at this interface,
which causes the spin separation due to the different effective ↵ for spin
up and spin down electrons. The result is a spin current, Js, that flows
into the NM channel. As in typical use of the NLSV, one can detect
the diffusion of this spin current by measuring the voltage between
the channel and the second FM, which will depend on the relative
magnetization of the two FM strips, since the role of spin up and down
electrons reverse as the magnetizations are changed by in-plane fields.

As with typical Seebeck effects, one can predict a related Peltier
effect via Onsager reciprocity. This is termed the spin dependent Peltier
effect (SDPE) and is shown schematically at the bottom of Fig. 11. Here,
a current is driven through a heterostructure containing interfaces
between NM and FM layers (again with thickness comparable to appro-
priate spin diffusion length). This current becomes spin polarized and
contains a component of spin current Js which flows across the NM/FM
interface. The two spin channels carry different amounts of heat in
the FM, as shown in the inset cross sectional view. This generates a
temperature difference across the interface, which can be proven by
measuring the temperature of one FM, TFM, relative to the overall base
temperature, which again depends on the relative alignment of the FM
layers. Though challenging, this effect has also been experimentally
demonstrated [150], with a subsequent explicit confirmation of the
Onsager relation between the SDSE and SDPE [151].

The most commonly and intensively studied of the spin caloritronic
effects is now the longitudinal spin Seebeck effect (LSSE) [152]. In this
effect, shown schematically at the top of Fig. 12, an out-of-plane ther-
mal gradient, (T is applied to a sample that consists of a ferromagnetic
insulator (FMI) and a metallic thin film that supports the SHE (and
ISHE). In the original experiment, and indeed a large fraction of the
following work in the field [153–155], these are yttrium iron garnet
(YIG) and platinum (Pt), respectively. The thermal gradient, which
aligns well with the out-of-plane thermal gradients that must always
be expected in thin films on bulk substrates as discussed extensively
in Sections 2.1 and 2.2, drives an incoherent flow of thermal magnons
toward the interface. This magnon flow represents a flow of angular
momentum, that can carry across the interface due to spin transfer
torque, and flow into the metal, where it is converted into a measurable
voltage via the ISHE [156–159]. YIG is technically neither a simple
ferromagnet nor a simple insulator, but rather a ferrimagnet which can
be viewed as a simple ferromagnet in many cases, and a semiconductor
with band gap on order 2.8 eV in bulk [160]. In thin films, this band gap
can be reduced [161]. Despite these complications, YIG is chosen most
often due to its exceptionally low damping of magnetization dynamics,
which allows long magnon propagation lengths which help lead to a
robust a repeatable signal in LSSE experiments.

The reader may have noticed that the naming conventions for
effects in spin caloritronics can be complicated and seem somewhat
arcane, as they are still influenced by the history of the early ex-
periments that have either faded from memory or are not known to
new researchers joining the field. The term ‘‘longitudinal’’ in the LSSE
is a prime example, as this does not sensibly align with the use of
the term depicted in Figs. 5 and 7. This term was originally used
to distinguish the experiment from the original geometry where the

Fig. 12. Spin caloritronic effects in hybrid systems where a FM insulator (FMI) is
coupled to a SOC metal. (a) the longitudinal spin Seebeck effect, where applied thermal
gradient drives an incoherent flow of magnons in the FMI, which flows across the
interface as a pure spin current which is converted to a measurable charge voltage
in the metal film. (b) In the reciprocal effect, a charge current in the metal drives a
transverse spin current into the FMI, causing a measurable temperature difference.

intended thermal gradient was in-plane, which was originally termed
simply ‘‘spin Seebeck effect’’ but (as discussed briefly in Section 4.1
below) actually probed ANE and other effects. It is becoming more
common to describe an experiment where a thermally driven magnon
spin current is detected via the ISHE simply as the SSE, and this is
a reasonable situation. The main distinction that is important to keep
clear is that electronic thermally-driven spin currents must exist inside
a spin diffusion length of an interface, as discussed for the SDSE above.
If a metallic ferromagnet is used in the geometry of the LSSE, the signal
cannot convincingly be distinguished from the anomalous Nernst effect,
which has the same symmetry.

As the LSSE requires the presence of an interface between the
nominally insulating material with magnetic order and the metallic
spin-to-charge conversion material, if the thermal gradient can be
established parallel to this interface and the magnetization aligned out-
of-plane, the mutually perpendicular voltage can be probed for signs
of the ANE. This type of arrangement has been used to put limits on
the formation of a metallic layer at the YIG/Pt interface that could be
driven ferromagnetic via a proximity effect [162].

The LSSE using YIG and Pt has been repeated experimentally by
many groups around the world. Typically the thermal gradient is
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Fig. 10. Schematic views of spin Hall, spin Nernst, anomalous Hall, and anomalous
Nernst effects clarifies the similar physical origin of each.

to clearly quantify these are often challenging, as they combine the
difficulty of measuring transverse �T with the difficulty in controlling
thermal gradients.

3.5. Spin Hall and Nernst effects

The spin Hall effect (SHE) (and its time-reversed inverse effect the
ISHE) play a huge role in current spintronics and spin caloritronics
research [124,125]. As shown schematically in Fig. 10, when a charge
current flows in a non-magnetic conductor, electrons of opposite spin
experience opposite transverse forces that drive them toward opposite
faces of a narrow wire. These forces can arise either from intrinsic band
structure effects that lead to spin-dependent transverse velocities, or
extrinsic effects introduced by spin-dependent (Mott) defect scattering.
The result is a transverse movement of spin angular momentum that
is not accompanied by net charge motion, which defines a pure spin
current. In the ISHE, applying a spin current to the conductor again
causes the two spin species of electron to feel opposite forces, though
since these are traveling in opposite directions in the pure spin cur-
rent, the net result is deflection toward a common face of the wire,
generating a charge voltage. This makes the ISHE a very valuable
tool for converting pure spin currents, which are otherwise extremely
difficult to detect, to charge voltage that is very easy to measure.
The physical origin of both the intrinsic and extrinsic effects typically
involves spin–orbit coupling, which in the simplest models depends
strongly on the mass of the atoms forming the solid. As a result, the
SHE is commonly seen in heavy non-magnetic metals such as platinum
and tungsten. These two materials also happen to have opposite sign of
the spin Hall angle, ✓SH, that quantifies the ratio between the transverse
spin current and the longitudinal charge current. Typical magnitudes
of ✓SH realized in experiments are often Ì0.1 or less. Despite this
relatively small number, enough transverse angular momentum can
be generated to manipulate nanomagnetic elements without external
applied magnetic field, though this often requires high charge current
densities to be applied. As explained at the outset of this paper, this
raises understandable concerns for thermal effects.

In Fig. 10 I show very similar schematic views of transverse motion
of charge carriers for FM conductors, which in this scheme differ from
the non-magnetic counterpart by possessing a net spin polarization
(here there are more green ‘‘right’’ spins than red ‘‘left’’ spins). The
same intrinsic and extrinsic sources of transverse electron velocity now
generate both a spin current and a net charge voltage. This is a helpful

Fig. 11. Spin caloritronic effects in metallic systems. Top: In the spin dependent
Seebeck effect (SDSE), a thermal gradient applied within the spin diffusion length of
a NM/FM interface thermally injects spin into the NM. Bottom: In the spin dependent
Peltier effect (SDPE), the spin polarized electron system carries different heat in each
branch in the FM, leading to a temperature difference induced across the NM/FM
junction.

intuitive picture of how the voltage arises in the anomalous Hall effect,
which also clarifies that the AHE should also be expected to generate
a spin current. For this and other reasons, ferromagnets are now also
explored and used as sources of spin current [126]. The physics driving
these spin-dependent transverse electron velocities is similar when the
motion is induced by thermal gradient instead of applied electric field,
as in the ANE.

By the same analogy, one can predict that a thermal gradient ap-
plied to a non-magnetic conductor should generate a pure spin current.
This spin Nernst effect (SNE), which was theoretically predicted some
time ago [127–130], is much more difficult to quantify than the SHE
due to the additional difficulties that arise from controlling thermal
gradients on thin films and nanostructures. Nevertheless, several groups
have now reported experiments on the SNE [131–133], though some
debate about methods continue.

3.6. Spin caloritronic effects: Interfaces and magnons

In the last Ì15 years, studies of the interplay between heat, charge,
and spin degrees of freedom in magnetic materials and devices have
added several important new effects to this thermoelectric ‘‘zoo’’. In
Figs. 11 and 12 I graphically summarize the central effects in what has
become known as spin caloritronics [17–20,134]. One of the original
concepts that drove interest in spin caloritronics is the idea that the
spin up and spin down electrons in a ferromagnetic metal could have
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FIG. 3. a) False-color scanning-electron micrograph of Pt and Cu leads patterned via EBL (here on

a 75 nm thick a-Ge film, a 200 nm thick a-Y-Fe-O film was also used). Leads shown in blue (orange)

are 25 nm thick Pt (Cu). We produced three di↵erent patterns with varying Pt lead separations.

b) Cross-sectional schematic of the EBL samples, with Pt and Cu lead width indicated. c) Op-

tical micrograph of the pre-patterned Pt leads on a a-Si-N substrate, with connections indicated

schematically. d) Cross-sectional schematic after deposition of a sample film. Scale is approxi-

mately correct for the case of the a-Ge film. e-f) Schematic views of the voltage biased setup used

to measure the resistivity of the amorphous semiconducting samples (distances indicated relate to

pre-patterned leads). Since the Pt has many orders of magnitude higher conductivity than the

sample films, the total length of the current path used to determine ⇢ is only the distance between

the Pt strips, as indicated. g) Imeas vs. Vbias for the geometry shown in e for the a-Ge sample

measured at 200 K and 300 K for pre-patterned Pt leads shows predominantly linear response.

The pre-patterned Pt strips are shown in an optical micrograph in Fig. 3c and in a

schematic cross-section in Fig. 3d. These strips are a section of the Pt leads on thermal iso-

lation platforms our group developed and uses for thermal characterization of thin films,34–36

as was the case for our initial spin transport studies of a-YIG.23 The strips are 40 µm wide,

with a 10-µm separation between adjacent conductors, and a total length of ' 12 mm. Both

the Cr and Pt were e-beam evaporated at similar base pressure and patterned via optical

photolithographic lift-o↵.

10

New	experiments	put	a	strong		limit	on	long	distance	
spin	transport	in	disordered	YIG,	shows	that	these	
measurements	are	dominated	by	charge	leakage,	
outlines	pitfalls	for	non-local	resistance	when	charge	
can	flow.

FIG. 8. Comparison of “quasi dc” and ac lock-in measurements of non-local voltage on a device

with Pt strips patterned directly on Si-N, with no spin or charge conducting medium. a) Vnl vs.

Ibias determined from the “quasi-dc” di↵erential conductance method with four di↵erent choice

of the delay time parameter, starting with the 2 ms value that is the default for this instrument.

All show a spurious negative slope. Inset: Schematic view of the non-local leads with current

bias and voltage measurement connections indicated. b) Vnl,ac vs. f measured with a lock-in

amplifier, where Ibias is a sine wave with frequency f and the Vnl is connected to the lock-in

input. At both 298 K (orange symbols) and 78 K (blue symbols), the response is dominated across

this frequency range by the out-of-phase response. Inset: Closer examination of the f < 17 Hz

range. c) Measurement of the time dependent voltage across the injector strip under “quasi-dc”

excitation plotted vs. time. The main panel shows the excitation pattern during a di↵erential

conductance measurement, and the upper and lower insets show the excitation during the “delta

mode” measurements for two choices of delay time, as indicated in the insets. d) E↵ective frequency

of the “quasi-dc” measurements determined from time dependent measurements plotted vs. the

delay time parameter.
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spin-orbit coupling causes different 
transverse velocity for up and down 
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inverse spin Hall effect (ISHE)
also works in reverse….

Platinum is (by far) the most 
commonly used SHE material
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Inverse spin Hall effect in Cr: Independence of antiferromagnetic ordering
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Chromium is a 3d spin-density wave antiferromagnetic (AF) metal with a Néel temperature of 311 K. By using
the thermal spin injection method, we have observed a large inverse spin Hall voltage in Cr. With a negligible
magnetic proximity effect and a large spin Hall angle, Cr is an intrinsic pure spin current detector that is superior
to many 5d metals. Even more strikingly, the temperature dependent thermal spin injection measurements show
that the large spin Hall angle in Cr is independent of the AF ordering, and indicating that the inverse spin Hall
effect is unrelated to AF ordering in Cr.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.92.020418 PACS number(s): 72.25.Mk, 72.15.Jf, 72.20.Pa, 75.47.−m

The exploration of spintronic phenomena has evolved
from manipulating spin-polarized current to that of pure spin
current, which may be generated by a few mechanisms,
including the spin Hall effect (SHE) [1], spin pumping [2],
the spin Seebeck effect (SSE) [3], and others. On the other
hand, the inverse spin Hall effect (ISHE) in a metal with
strong spin-orbit coupling can be used to detect pure spin
current by converting it to a charge current, as described
by JC ∝ θSH(JS × σ ). As the result, a charge current JC is
generated in the direction perpendicular to the spin current
JS with spin index σ , and θSH is the spin Hall angle, which
quantifies the conversion efficiency between the charge current
and the spin current. Since the strength of the spin-orbit
coupling scales with Z4 [4], where Z is the atomic number,
high-Z metals, mostly 5d and 4d metals such as Pt, Au, and W,
have been extensively explored as pure spin current detectors
and generators because of the expectedly large θSH. In contrast,
3d metals, such as Cu, have very small θSH, and thus have very
low efficiency in converting the spin and charge current.

Recently, the prospect of an anomalous Hall effect (AHE)
in some antiferromagnets (AFs) [5] has been suggested
theoretically. First principles calculations have shown that
IrMn, an antiferromagnet (AF), may acquire a large anomalous
Hall conductivity due to its noncollinear AF spin structure
and its strong spin-orbit coupling. Although the spin Hall
effect in antiferromagnets, such as PtMn, IrMn, and PdMn,
has been studied experimentally, the relationship between
the spin Hall effect and antiferromagnetic ordering has not
been well established. Since these materials already contain
heavy elements with strong spin-orbit coupling, it is more
difficult to study the mechanism of the spin Hall effect in these
antiferromagnets [6,7]. Therefore, AF metals with a small
atomic number would be better choices. Very recently, a large
inverse spin Hall effect has been observed in 3d AF Cr by a
spin pumping experiment [8]. The observed θSH in Cr is nearly
50 times larger than the theoretical value calculated for Cr
[9]. These unexpected results lead to the intriguing question
of whether the large θSH in Cr is due to its AF spin structure.

It is interesting to explore the prospect of ISHE in chromium
(Cr) for several reasons. First, Cr is a 3d metal, thus a sizable
θSH would be significant in view of the very small θSH in

*clchien@jhu.edu

other 3d metals, such as Cu. Second, Cr metal exhibits an
incommensurate spin-density wave AF ordering below a Néel
temperature (TN ) of 311 K, which allows one to explore pure
spin current effects in the paramagnetic as well as the AF
states. Third, many 5d metals except Au on yttrium iron garnet
(YIG), such as Pt/YIG, Ta/YIG, and W/YIG, show evidence of
magnetic proximity effects (MPEs) [10,11], which include the
intriguing magnetoresistance (MR) and anomalous Hall effect.
It remains to be revealed whether similar MPEs also exist in
Cr with a smaller value of Z in contact with a ferromagnetic
insulator. Finally, theories suggest that AF materials may play
key roles in future spintronic phenomena and devices [5]. The
ISHE in AF with a low atomic number, such as Cr, is one basic
phenomenon for exploration.

In this Rapid Communication, by using the thermal spin
injection method, we observed strong ISHE in Cr with a
spin Hall angle θSH comparable to that of W, and larger
than those of Ta and Au. Moreover, Cr on YIG does not
develop any anomalous Hall signal that appears in Pt, Ta,
and W on YIG [12]. We also perform measurements from low
temperature to above TN , showing that the AF order in Cr
plays a negligible role in its sizable spin Hall angle. As such,
Cr can be an effective pure spin current generator and detector,
even better than W and Pt, due to its large spin Hall angle and
negligible MPE.

We use polycrystalline Cr thin films of various thicknesses t
deposited by magnetron sputtering onto thermally oxidized Si
or polycrystalline ferromagnetic insulator yttrium iron garnet
(YIG) substrates, as shown in Fig. 1(a). The bulk YIG we
used is 0.5 mm thick with a rectangular shape of 3 mm
by 5 mm. The x-ray diffraction measurement in Fig. 1(b)
indicates that the Cr film is polycrystalline with a preferred
(110) texture. We patterned the Cr/Si and the Cr/YIG films
into a Hall bar structure for the thermal measurement and
electrical measurements of resistivity, magnetoresistance, and
Hall effect. The width and length of the Hall bar is 0.2 and
4.5 mm, respectively.

An in-plane magnetic field is applied in the magnetore-
sistance (MR) measurement. The resistivity of Cr(6 nm)/YIG
is 89 µ# cm. As shown in Fig. 2(a), there is a very small
MR in Cr(6 nm)/YIG with an anisotropic MR (AMR)-like
behavior, where the field parallel to the charge current (ρ‖)
has a larger resistivity than when the field is transverse to
the current direction (ρT). However, the small MR ratio of
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FIG. 3. (Color online) (a) Thermal voltage obtained in a 6-nm-
thick Cr film on YIG and a 30-nm-thick Cr on Si with a temperature
gradient of 20 K/mm. (b) Thickness dependent resistivity of Cr thin
films on YIG. (c) Thickness dependent thermal voltage of Cr thin
films on YIG. (Dashed lines are guides to the eye.) (d) Voltage over
resistivity with thickness for the analysis of the relative spin Hall
angle and spin diffusion length in Cr. The red line is a fitting from
Eq. (1).

the electrical resistivity and thermal voltage of a series of films
of different thicknesses and self-consistently determining the
spin current conversion to charge accumulation. For all metal
films, the resistivity is constant in thick layers but increases
with decreasing thickness at small thicknesses due to surface
scattering. Therefore, the thickness dependence of resistivity
must be established experimentally and measured in each case.
The results of the Cr films are shown in Fig. 3(b). The resistivity
for very thick films is about 25 µ! cm, but its value rises
sharply to a few hundreds of µ! cm for the thinnest films.
The measured thermal voltage decreases with increasing Cr
thickness, as shown in Fig. 3(c), due to the decay of spin
current. The thermal voltage "Vth, the Cr film thickness t , and
resistivity ρ(t) can be described by the following relation,

"Vth = 2[CL∇T ][ρ(t)θ ][(λSF /t) tanh (t/2λSF )], (1)

where C is spin injection efficiency related to the magnetic
properties of YIG and the spin mixing conductance at the
interface, L is the length of the patterned Cr film, ∇T
is the temperature gradient, θSH is the spin Hall angle, and
λSF is the spin diffusion length. In our measurements, ∇T
and L have been fixed, whereas t , ρ(t), and "Vth have been
measured for every film. Assuming a constant C, by fitting the
values of "Vth/ρ(t) to Eq. (1), we can extract the spin Hall
angle of Cr relative to that of Au and a spin diffusion length
for Cr. Our results can be described by Eq. (1) very well as
the solid line in Fig. 3(d). We obtain a relative spin Hall angle
of −1.38 for Cr (relative to Au), which is comparable to that
of W, and larger than that of Ta, assuming the same interface
spin current transport efficiency. A comparison of the spin Hall
angle and spin diffusion length of Cr with those of the other
5d metals is shown in Table I. The spin diffusion length of Cr
is 2.1 nm, comparable to the values in the literature [18].

TABLE I. Spin Hall angles and spin diffusion lengths of several
metals relative to Au obtained from a self-consistent measurement.
The spin mixing conductance of different metals on YIG is assumed
to be the same for a simple intuitive comparison.

Pt Au Ta W Cr

θ/θAu 4.33 1 −0.46 −1.43 −1.38
λSF (nm) 2.5 9.5 1.7 1.5 2.1

It has been known that 3d metals with low Z should have
very small spin Hall angles compared to those of the 5d metals.
For example, the spin Hall angle in Cu is only 0.0032, which
is nearly 20 times less than the 5d metal Au, and two times
smaller than the 4d metal Ag [19]. However, the determined
spin Hall angle in the 3d metal Cr by LSSE is large and
comparable to the 5d metal W.

Due to the unusual spin-density wave antiferromagnetic
ordering in Cr, it is important to investigate whether the large
spin Hall angle in Cr is in any way related to its AF order.
Thus, we performed measurements from 30 to 345 K with Cr
in the AF state to above TN of 311 K of bulk Cr. We measured
the thermal voltage of a 10-nm-thick Cr film with a 1.2-nm
Si capping layer from 30 to 345 K in a cryostation. For bulk
Cr, TN is 311 K but reduces to 300 K for the 80-nm Cr film
on a YIG substrate from resistance measurements. For thinner
Cr layers, TN is even lower. Thus, the temperature range of
30–345 K should cover TN of all Cr samples, be they bulk or
thin films. A Cernox thermometer reads the temperature of the
sample on the cool side and the resistivity of the Cr film is
measured on the hot side. By adjusting the heater power we
keep the temperature gradient on the Cr/YIG sample close to
20 K/mm. According to Eq. (1), the ISHE voltage depends on
the temperature gradient and resistivity of the film. Therefore,
we plot V/(R"T ) versus the hot side temperature in Fig. 4(a)
to capture the intrinsic temperature dependent behavior of the
Cr/YIG system.

From 345 to 100 K, the V/(R"T ) of Cr/YIG steadily
increases before sharply decreasing at lower temperatures.
This strong temperature dependence may be related to the
AF ordering in Cr. However, in the control experiment with
5-nm Pt film on YIG, the values of V/(R"T ) show virtually
the same dependence as shown in Fig. 4(b). Therefore, the

FIG. 4. (Color online) Temperature dependence of thermal volt-
age divided by film resistance and temperature difference [V/(R"T )]
of the (a) Cr(10 nm)/YIG and (b) Pt(5 nm)/YIG from 30 to 345 K
(metal side temperature). The [V/(R"T )] values of Cr and Pt at
273 K are used as reference data for each plot. Solid lines are guides
to the eyes.
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FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Schematic diagram of the longitudinal
spin Seebeck effect in a ferromagnetic insulator YIG and the inverse
spin Hall effect in the adjacent metal layer. (b) X-ray diffraction of a
200-nm-thick Cr film on a Si substrate with (110) texture.

1.0 × 10−5 is about five times smaller than that in W/YIG and
one order of magnitude smaller than that in Pt/YIG at the same
metal thickness. For Cr/YIG with a thicker Cr, the MR ratio
reduces, indicating an interfacial origin. The control sample of
Cr/Si does not show any measurable MR behavior in the field
range of ±1 kOe.

The unexpected MR in Pt/YIG has recently attracted a
great deal of attention due to its unusual characteristics and
intriguing origins. Experiments suggest contributions from
both the spin current and magnetic proximity effect [13].
The MR obtained for Cr/YIG can also be ascribed to these
two mechanisms. In the small field region (<2 kOe), the
main contribution to the MR of Cr/YIG is spin current. The
intriguing MR in Pt/YIG was first proposed theoretically as
the spin Hall MR due to the conversion of spin and charge
current within the metallic layer [14], although a more recent
theory [15] claims to account for the same MR characteristics
but has only relied on the interface. At any rate, the magnitude

FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) Magnetoresistance of a 6-nm-thick Cr
film on a YIG substrate. The MR ratio is 1.0 × 10−5. (b) Hall
resistance of a 3-nm-thick Cr film on YIG. (c) Anomalous Hall
resistance of a 3-nm-thick Cr film on YIG. (The dashed line is a
guide to the eye.) (d) Ordinary Hall effect of a 3-nm-thick Cr capped
by 1.2-nm-thick Si on YIG.

of the MR observed in Cr/YIG is at least an order of magnitude
smaller than that in Pt/YIG and barely observable.

In the Hall measurement of both Cr/Si and Cr/YIG with a
thickness t from 6 to 15 nm, we observe only an ordinary Hall
effect with a Hall voltage linearly dependent on the magnetic
field in the temperature range of 5–200 K and a field range of
±5 T. However, unexpectedly in the thinnest 3-nm Cr sample,
in addition to the ordinary Hall effect, we have also observed
a clear anomalous Hall effect (AHE) signal for Cr(3 nm)/YIG,
as shown in Fig. 2(b). The AHE signal appears above 50 K
and remains observable at 300 K. However, we find that the
AHE signal also appears in Cr(3 nm)/Si, as shown in Fig. 2(c),
and is thus unrelated to the presence of YIG. We note that the
unexpected AHE in thin Cr has been reported earlier, but it was
of unknown origin [16]. However, in our case, after capping
the 3-nm Cr with a 1.2-nm Si layer, the AHE contribution
disappears and only the linear ordinary Hall effect remains,
as shown in Fig. 2(d). Therefore, the AHE in the thinnest
unprotected Cr layer comes from surface Cr oxidation resulting
in ferromagnetic Cr oxides. It is noteworthy that both Cr/YIG
and Cr/Si show no indication of the magnetic proximity effect
(MPE), in sharp contrast to the 5d metals on YIG, such as
Pt/YIG and W/YIG [12]. Therefore, Cr can be used as an
intrinsic pure spin current detector.

We use the longitudinal spin Seebeck effect (LSSE), an
established method for generating pure spin current via the
vertical temperature gradient, to inject spin current from YIG
into the adjacent metal layer. The spin current is then converted
into a charge current by the ISHE, and we measure the ISHE
voltage, as illustrated in Fig. 1(a). The vertical temperature
gradient is accomplished by placing the sample between two
Cu blocks maintained at two different uniform temperatures.
Most of the temperature drop occurs in YIG, because its
thickness is five orders of magnitude larger than that of the
metal thin film.

As shown in Fig. 3(a), the sign of the ISHE voltage in
Cr/YIG is opposite to those in Pt/YIG and Au/YIG [12], thus
instantly revealing that the sign of θSH in Cr is opposite to those
of Pt and Au. The opposite sign of θSH is due to the less than
half filled 3d shell in Cr. The ISHE voltage is antisymmetric
in field and is proportional to the temperature gradient. For
6-nm Cr on YIG, a sizable thermal voltage of −4.7 µV is
observed from the positive saturation field to the negative
saturation field, measured from a wire length of 4 mm, under
a temperature gradient of 20 K/mm, as shown in Fig. 3(a).
In the control sample of Cr(30 nm)/Si, there is no discernible
voltage under the same temperature gradient because of the
lack of spin current. This is also different from the sizable
anomalous Nernst effect (ANE) observed in the ferromagnetic
metal Py/Si, because of the absence of net magnetization
in AF metal Cr [17]. These results indicate that the spin
current generated from YIG is converted to a charge current
in Cr due to ISHE alone, and Cr itself does not generate any
measurable thermal voltage at the transverse direction under
a perpendicular temperature gradient. Therefore, the thermal
voltage observed in Cr/YIG can be attributed solely to the
ISHE in Cr.

We recently demonstrated a method for the determination
of the relative spin Hall angle and the spin diffusion length of
a material by thermal spin injection [12]. It entails measuring
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FIG. 3. (Color online) (a) Thermal voltage obtained in a 6-nm-
thick Cr film on YIG and a 30-nm-thick Cr on Si with a temperature
gradient of 20 K/mm. (b) Thickness dependent resistivity of Cr thin
films on YIG. (c) Thickness dependent thermal voltage of Cr thin
films on YIG. (Dashed lines are guides to the eye.) (d) Voltage over
resistivity with thickness for the analysis of the relative spin Hall
angle and spin diffusion length in Cr. The red line is a fitting from
Eq. (1).

the electrical resistivity and thermal voltage of a series of films
of different thicknesses and self-consistently determining the
spin current conversion to charge accumulation. For all metal
films, the resistivity is constant in thick layers but increases
with decreasing thickness at small thicknesses due to surface
scattering. Therefore, the thickness dependence of resistivity
must be established experimentally and measured in each case.
The results of the Cr films are shown in Fig. 3(b). The resistivity
for very thick films is about 25 µ! cm, but its value rises
sharply to a few hundreds of µ! cm for the thinnest films.
The measured thermal voltage decreases with increasing Cr
thickness, as shown in Fig. 3(c), due to the decay of spin
current. The thermal voltage "Vth, the Cr film thickness t , and
resistivity ρ(t) can be described by the following relation,

"Vth = 2[CL∇T ][ρ(t)θ ][(λSF /t) tanh (t/2λSF )], (1)

where C is spin injection efficiency related to the magnetic
properties of YIG and the spin mixing conductance at the
interface, L is the length of the patterned Cr film, ∇T
is the temperature gradient, θSH is the spin Hall angle, and
λSF is the spin diffusion length. In our measurements, ∇T
and L have been fixed, whereas t , ρ(t), and "Vth have been
measured for every film. Assuming a constant C, by fitting the
values of "Vth/ρ(t) to Eq. (1), we can extract the spin Hall
angle of Cr relative to that of Au and a spin diffusion length
for Cr. Our results can be described by Eq. (1) very well as
the solid line in Fig. 3(d). We obtain a relative spin Hall angle
of −1.38 for Cr (relative to Au), which is comparable to that
of W, and larger than that of Ta, assuming the same interface
spin current transport efficiency. A comparison of the spin Hall
angle and spin diffusion length of Cr with those of the other
5d metals is shown in Table I. The spin diffusion length of Cr
is 2.1 nm, comparable to the values in the literature [18].

TABLE I. Spin Hall angles and spin diffusion lengths of several
metals relative to Au obtained from a self-consistent measurement.
The spin mixing conductance of different metals on YIG is assumed
to be the same for a simple intuitive comparison.

Pt Au Ta W Cr

θ/θAu 4.33 1 −0.46 −1.43 −1.38
λSF (nm) 2.5 9.5 1.7 1.5 2.1

It has been known that 3d metals with low Z should have
very small spin Hall angles compared to those of the 5d metals.
For example, the spin Hall angle in Cu is only 0.0032, which
is nearly 20 times less than the 5d metal Au, and two times
smaller than the 4d metal Ag [19]. However, the determined
spin Hall angle in the 3d metal Cr by LSSE is large and
comparable to the 5d metal W.

Due to the unusual spin-density wave antiferromagnetic
ordering in Cr, it is important to investigate whether the large
spin Hall angle in Cr is in any way related to its AF order.
Thus, we performed measurements from 30 to 345 K with Cr
in the AF state to above TN of 311 K of bulk Cr. We measured
the thermal voltage of a 10-nm-thick Cr film with a 1.2-nm
Si capping layer from 30 to 345 K in a cryostation. For bulk
Cr, TN is 311 K but reduces to 300 K for the 80-nm Cr film
on a YIG substrate from resistance measurements. For thinner
Cr layers, TN is even lower. Thus, the temperature range of
30–345 K should cover TN of all Cr samples, be they bulk or
thin films. A Cernox thermometer reads the temperature of the
sample on the cool side and the resistivity of the Cr film is
measured on the hot side. By adjusting the heater power we
keep the temperature gradient on the Cr/YIG sample close to
20 K/mm. According to Eq. (1), the ISHE voltage depends on
the temperature gradient and resistivity of the film. Therefore,
we plot V/(R"T ) versus the hot side temperature in Fig. 4(a)
to capture the intrinsic temperature dependent behavior of the
Cr/YIG system.

From 345 to 100 K, the V/(R"T ) of Cr/YIG steadily
increases before sharply decreasing at lower temperatures.
This strong temperature dependence may be related to the
AF ordering in Cr. However, in the control experiment with
5-nm Pt film on YIG, the values of V/(R"T ) show virtually
the same dependence as shown in Fig. 4(b). Therefore, the

FIG. 4. (Color online) Temperature dependence of thermal volt-
age divided by film resistance and temperature difference [V/(R"T )]
of the (a) Cr(10 nm)/YIG and (b) Pt(5 nm)/YIG from 30 to 345 K
(metal side temperature). The [V/(R"T )] values of Cr and Pt at
273 K are used as reference data for each plot. Solid lines are guides
to the eyes.
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Fig. 3 | Detection of SFHE with ISHE and DSHE set-up. a, Device schematic 

diagram of fabricated MTJ devices. b, ISHE and c, DSHE in 10 nm Cr with in-plane 

magnetic field along MgO [110] at different temperatures. Inset: Measurement 

schematic diagram of ISHE with current J loaded between electrode 1 and 3 and 𝑉𝐼𝑆𝐻𝐸 

collected between electrode 2 and 4 and DSHE with exchanging the source and measure 

meters. Both ISHE and resistance was observed when H was applied in in-plane (blue) 

and vanished when H was out-of-plane applied (Extended Data Fig. 2). 𝑅𝐼𝑆𝐻𝐸(𝐷𝑆𝐻𝐸) 

represented the saturated value of  𝑑𝑉𝐼𝑆𝐻𝐸(𝐷𝑆𝐻𝐸)/𝑑𝐽 . d, Critical spin fluctuation 

enhanced 𝑅𝐼𝑆𝐻𝐸 (black circles) and 𝑅𝐷𝑆𝐻𝐸 (red squares) resistance in MTJ device.  

The magnitude of 2𝑅𝐼𝑆𝐻𝐸(𝐷𝑆𝐻𝐸) is given by the difference between intercepts of linear 

fitting of two resistance platform and the error bar is given by the standard error of the 

linear fitting.

Peak	near	Neel	
temperature	in		
a	Cr/MgO/Fe	
MTJ	spin	
current
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the SSE measurement is the primary evidence used to verify
that a spin current is being generated by antiferromagnetic
MnF2. Once in the spin-flopped state, the spins cant further
in the direction of the magnetic field. This canted moment is
∼0.4 μB=Mn at ∼90 kOe and is about 8% of the sublattice
magnetization [15].
The MnF2 thin film, with an approximate thickness of

30 nm, was grown on a single crystal MgF2 (110) substrate
by molecular beam epitaxy. A 4 nm thick top Pt electrode
film was prepared by sputtering ex situ immediately after the
deposition of MnF2. The crystal structure of MnF2 is shown
schematically in Fig. 1(a) with the (110) plane highlighted.
The surface of the film is nominally magnetically compen-
sated, as seen in the schematic, but it is likely more
complicated in reality due to interfacial surface roughness.
Details of the growth and characterization of the thin film are
included in the Supplemental Material [16].
Device structures were patterned using photolithography

and argon ion milling to etch the Pt layer into 300 ×
10 μm2 bar structures oriented parallel and perpendicular to
the c axis. On top of this, a 100 nm electrical insulating
layer of MgO and a 50 nm layer of electrically resistive
Ti was deposited to serve as the heater for the device.
A schematic of the device used in this experiment is
presented in Fig. 1(b). This on-chip heating technique
allows us to access lower temperatures (2 K) and higher
magnetic fields (140 kOe) by easily integrating these
devices into conventional superconducting magnet setups.
A constant voltage of 1 Vrms was applied at 3 Hz to the

∼250 Ω heater layer over a 1000 Ω bias resistor while a
magnetic field was applied along the c axis. In this
measurement, to detect the spin current due to spin
components along the c axis, the Pt bar was patterned
perpendicular to the c axis, which lies within the plane of
the film. The resulting lock-in detected signal on the 90°
out-of-phase channel at the second harmonic (to isolate
effects only due to heating) is presented in Fig. 2(a) for
temperatures between 2 and 80 K. Here, the spin-flop
transition is clearly seen for temperatures below TN and
qualitatively matches magnetization data for bulk MnF2
except for a curvature that develops at low temperature
[25]. At 80 K, above TN , only a linear voltage response is
measured, likely due to the paramagnetic spin Seebeck
effect [7] due to the size of the signal. Below TN there is a
linear component to the voltage response until the spin-flop
transition HC where a large jump in the signal is measured.
As the temperature is lowered, a nonlinear signal grows.
This signal could be an intrinsic effect of the antiferro-
magnetic spin Seebeck effect due to the magnetic-field-
induced splitting of the two antiferromagnetic magnon
branches, which is well supported by recent theoretical
work based on the magnon spin current theory of the SSE,
where both the shape and temperature dependence of this
effect is reproduced [26]. As a control, the same measure-
ment is performed on a bare MgF2 substrate, which resulted

in no response, and, thus, eliminates the possibility that
this isaspuriouseffect fromaparamagnetic substrate [inset in
Fig. 2(a)]. The measured phase diagram is shown in
Fig. 2(b) and compared with historical data on the spin-flop
boundary using multiple different techniques on bulk single
crystal samples [27,28]. The degree to which our spin
Seebeck measurements agree with bulk single crystal data
suggests thatour thin filmsamplesareofhighquality and that
there is a low likelihood that the measured effect is due to
proximity magnetism induced into the Pt layer since the
magnetic properties of MnF2 are unlikely to be transferred
one to one. To completely eliminate this possibility, control
measurements were performed on another MnF2 thin film
sampleusingeitherW(4nm)orCu ð2.5 nmÞ=Pt (4nm)as the
spin detector layer. The resulting SSE signal under the same
heating conditions shows the same spin-flop behavior [16].
The temperature dependence of the measurements taken

in Fig. 2(a) are presented in Fig. 3 for several different
magnetic fields. Since the resistance of the Ti heater layer
changes with the temperature, the power applied to the

(a)

(b)

FIG. 2. Spin Seebeck voltage response curves from MnF2 are
shown with magnetic field applied parallel to the c axis in (a). A
control experiment is performed with a bare MgF2 substrate with
Cu ð2 nmÞ=Pt (4 nm) under the same conditions at 5 K showing no
measurable effect (inset). By mapping the spin-flop transition from
(a), a phase diagram for MnF2 is reproduced in (b). These data are
compared to data from Shapira and Foner [27] using ultrasonic
attenuation (US), and differential magnetization (M), and Rezende
et al. [28] from antiferromagnetic resonance (AFMR).
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Fig. S5. Magnetic measurements on Mn3Sn. (A) Magnetic moment as a function of Hz at 
room temperature (both substrate and thin-film contribution.) (B) Magnetization (M) as a 
function of Hz after substrate contribution is subtracted. (C) Temperature dependent evolution 
of M in field cooled condition (Hz = 10 mT).  
 
II. Model tight-binding calculations 
 

The purpose of this section is to show that the net magnetic moment 𝒎 of a kagome 
triangle allows to determine the shape of the resistivity tensor, even though it is not the order 
parameter. For the purpose of generality, we do not restrict our calculations to Mn3Sn but model 
a generic kagome magnet that exhibits a phase with a negative vector spin chirality and is AB 
stacked. Since Mn3Sn d bands dominate near the Fermi level, we consider 5 d orbitals for each 
of the three lattice sites giving us 30 bands in total. The electronic Hamiltonian reads 
 

𝐻 = ∑ 𝑡𝛼𝛽
𝑖𝑗 𝑎𝑖𝛼𝜎

† 𝑎𝑗𝛽𝜎
𝑖𝑗𝛼𝛽𝜎

+ 𝜆 ∑ 𝑎𝑖𝛼𝜎
†  𝑆 𝑎𝑖𝛽𝜎′

𝑖𝛼𝛽𝜎𝜎′

+ 𝑚 ∑ 𝑎𝑖𝛼𝜎
†  (𝒎𝑖 ∙ 𝝈) 𝑎𝑖𝛼𝜎′

𝑖𝛼𝜎𝜎′

. 

 
The first term comprises the hopping terms, accounting for the electrons’ kinetic energy. 

An electron with orbital 𝛼 and spin 𝜎 is annihilated at site 𝑖 (operator 𝑎𝑖𝛼𝜎
† ) and is created 

with orbital 𝛽 at site 𝑗 with the same spin (operator 𝑎𝑗𝛽𝜎). This process is quantified by the 

hopping amplitude 𝑡𝛼𝛽
𝑖𝑗 . Note, that not all hopping amplitudes are independent of each other. 

In fact, for d electrons there exist exactly 3 Slater-Koster parameters to quantify all the hopping 
amplitudes via a linear combination of directional cosines. We have chosen these Slater-Koster 
parameters as 𝑉𝜋 = −𝑉𝜎 = −𝑉𝛿 = 1 eV . The second term in the electronic Hamiltonian 
characterizes the spin-orbit coupling with amplitude 𝜆 = 0.2 eV and the interaction matrix  
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ferromagnets. However, in low-anisotropy antiferromagnets such as 
α-Fe2O3, the direction of n can still be controlled using a field. Above 
the spin-flop field Hc (of about 6 T at 200 K)18, n reorients perpendic-
ular to the applied field H. We control the antiferromagnetic order 
by sweeping an in-plane magnetic field along different directions 
(Methods) to explore the spin-transport signal in devices with different 
injector–detector distances (Fig. 1b, Methods).

We first consider a device geometry with platinum wires ori-
ented along x, the in-plane axis onto which the easy axis is projected 
(Methods). Initially, n is approximately perpendicular to µ = µy. As 
we sweep H along x, n rotates smoothly and becomes perpendicular 

to H (along y) when the field reaches Hc. As illustrated in Fig. 2a, we 
find that the spin-conductance signal Rel exhibits a maximum at Hc 
(around 6 T) and remains non-zero at larger fields, while Rth is zero. 
For H > Hc, Rel is non-zero owing to the reorientation of n along µ = µy 
(see sketch in Fig. 2a). Therefore, we identify the Néel spin conduct-
ance Gn as the primary mechanism for carrying angular momentum; 
the spin accumulation along n excites the antiferromagnetic magnon 
mode with polarization along µ, while annihilating the other mode. 
This mechanism also explains the sharp peak in Rel at Hc, when the field 
compensates the anisotropy energy and the magnon gap of one mode 
greatly decreases18. A full gap closure theoretically leads to a divergence 
of Gn. On the basis of this explanation, we modelled the experiment 
as shown in Fig. 2. We find that for our geometry the magnon gap of 
one mode is reduced by a factor of ten, illustrating that Gn depends 
on both the magnon gap and the direction of n, and can thus be  
tailored. In addition, we find that the Néel spin-Seebeck conductance Sn is  
negligible, resulting in the absence of Rth below and above Hc.

We then study a second field direction, with H applied along y 
(Fig. 2b). In this case there is a field-induced magnetization m parallel 
to µ = µy (Fig. 2b). The absence of Rel is consistent with the prediction 
that the magnetic spin conductance Gm should be reduced by a factor 
of χ !T 1 compared to Gn (with T the temperature and χ the suscep-
tibility)12. However, the spin-Seebeck signal Rth now contributes, 
increasing linearly with H. S is non-zero only in the presence of m along 
µ, indicating that "S Sm n. In antiferromagnets, H does not break the 
symmetry of n and the spin accumulation is only along m; hence, Sn 
vanishes in the absence of sublattice-symmetry breaking.

We initially conclude that a spin current propagates through an anti-
ferromagnetic insulator, mediated by Gn and Sm (full angular scans with 
theoretical fits are provided in Methods). Contrary to ferromagnets1,23, 
the different spin conductances thus rely on two different magnetic 
order parameters, n and m; therefore, spin-injected and thermal spin 
currents could be controlled separately only in antiferromagnetic spin-
logic devices13,24.

The application of strong fields is cumbersome, so we con-
sider platinum wires along y, perpendicular to the easy-axis at zero 
applied field (Fig. 3a, b). We first analyse this geometry for H applied  

ba

20 μm

V
V V

500 nm

I

Fig. 1 | Spin transport in an insulating antiferromagnet. a, Schematic 
of the experiment, in which two platinum wires (yellow) are placed on 
an insulating easy-axis antiferromagnet (α-Fe2O3, grey; red and blue 
arrows illustrate oppositely oriented spins). The SHE (white arrows) in 
the left wire generates a spin accumulation at the Pt–α-Fe2O3 interface, 
breaking the antiferromagnetic symmetry. By transferring angular 
momentum to the antiferromagnet (black arrows), this symmetry 
breaking excites magnons, which diffuse to the right wire (artistically 
shown as white shaded lines), where the spin current is absorbed (black 
arrows on the right) and detected via the inverse SHE (white arrows on 
the right). The dashed lines show the precession of the sublattice spins. 
b, Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of a typical device, with 
wire spacings of 200 nm and 250 nm. The platinum injector and detector 
wires are connected to chromium/gold contacts; current I and voltage V 
connections are indicated.
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Fig. 2 | Spin transport at 200 K for platinum wires along x. a, For a 
magnetic field H applied parallel to the wires (along x), the non-local 
signal Rel (blue circles, left axis) is zero at small fields, exhibits a sharp 
peak at the spin-flop field Hc and is non-zero above Hc. Rel is modelled 
theoretically by the lowest magnon gap ∆ and the projection of µ on 
n (µ · n) (blue line; the dashed part indicates theoretical divergence 
at Hc; see Methods for more details). The Néel vector n is reoriented 
perpendicular to H above Hc (in the region indicated by the arrow). At 
Hc, the magnon gap of one mode closes, leading to a large increase in the 
signal that is supressed as the gap reopens at higher fields (the increase 
from the gap closing is indicated by an arrow). The inset illustrates how 

the theoretical inverse gap 1/∆ of one mode (1/∆1) is reduced at Hc (red), 
while the other is enhanced (1/∆2; blue). The two modes are represented 
by the two spin configurations, with cones of precession indicated by 
the dotted lines. The dynamical opening angle of the two sublattices is 
exaggerated. The thermal signal Rth (black circles, right axis) remains low; 
the solid black line is from theoretical fitting of both Rel and Rth (Methods). 
b, With the magnetic field perpendicular to the wires (along y),  
the field-induced magnetization m is parallel to µ and perpendicular to n.  
Rel remains zero and Rth increases with the field. The schematics of the 
experiments (above the plots) demonstrate the relative orientations of  
µ, n and m.
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FIG. 3. Structural properties of the investigated NiO/Pt het-
erostructure fabricated on a (0001)-oriented Al2O3 substrate.
(a) 2θ -ω-scan along the [0001]-direction of Al2O3. The inset shows
the rocking curve around the NiO(111) reflection and the derived full
width at half maximum value. (b), (c) Reciprocal space mappings
around the NiO(402) and the Al2O3(3 0 3 12) reflections. The recip-
rocal lattice units (rlu) are related to the Al2O3(3 0 3 12) substrate
reflection.

of the NiO thin film with respect to the Al2O3 substrate.
In addition, a lattice constant of a100 = 0.419 nm has been
derived. This value is close to the bulk lattice constant of NiO
(a = 0.4177 nm) [55], indicating a nearly fully relaxed strain
state of NiO on Al2O3. Furthermore, a low surface roughness
below 0.8 nm (rms value) is confirmed by x-ray reflectometry
as well as atomic force microscopy. In the following, we
discuss a NiO/Pt thin-film bilayer with a thickness of the Pt
layer of tPt = 3.5 nm and the NiO thin film of tNiO = 120 nm.

B. Magnetotransport measurements

For magnetotransport measurements, the sample is pat-
terned into a Hall bar mesa structure via optical lithography
and Ar ion milling (see Fig. 4). The longitudinal (ρlong) and
transverse resistivities (ρtrans) are calculated from the longitu-
dinal and the transverse voltages Vlong and Vtrans, measured with
a standard four-probe technique using a dc current of 100 µA
and a current-reversal method [43]. We perform ADMR mea-
surements by rotating an externally applied magnetic field of
constant magnitude in the (111)-plane of the NiO film as well
as sweeping the magnetic field at fixed orientation with respect
to the crystallographic axes of NiO at 300 K.

The data obtained from ADMR measurements in different
magnetic-field magnitudes are shown in Fig. 5. The pre-
dicted − cos 2α dependence of ρlong as well as the − sin 2α-
dependence of ρtrans with increasing amplitudes as a function

Al2O3
(0001)

Pt

Oi
N

V
long

IVtrans

α
H

n

t

j

[111]

[112]_

[110]
_

FIG. 4. Schematic drawing of the NiO/Pt Hall bar mesa struc-
ture with the coordinate system j, t, and n defined along the
crystallographic directions [110], [112], and [111] of the NiO thin
film, respectively. In addition, the measurement scheme used for
the magnetotransport measurements with the applied current I , the
measured longitudinal voltage Vlong, and the transverse voltage Vtrans

is illustrated. In the NiO(111) plane, the direction of the magnetic
field H is defined by α (green) with respect to the current direction j.
H is rotated counterclockwise.

of the applied magnetic-field strength [see Eqs. (16)] are
clearly observed for µ0H > 1 T. The angular dependence of
the resistivities is consistent with the model introduced above
for AFI/HM bilayers, i.e., showing a minimum of ρlong at
α = 0◦ and a maximum at α = 90◦, and being shifted by
90◦ with respect to previous experiments in Pt on collinear
ferrimagnets [34]. This provides clear evidence that we are
indeed sensitive to ! (or %j and %t ) in the antiferromagnetic NiO
as discussed above. The 90◦ phase shift is further consistent
with recent experiments in Pt on canted ferrimagnets, where
the same shift in the angular dependence is evident close
to the compensation temperature [43], and experiments in
YIG/NiO/Pt heterostructures [27,30–32] as well as NiO/Pt
bilayers [46,47]. For µ0H ! 1 T, the external magnetic-field
magnitude H is much smaller than HMD, resulting in hardly
detectable amplitudes of the longitudinal and transverse resis-
tivity variations, respectively. To evaluate the field dependence
of the modulation of ρlong and ρtrans as well as the SMR
amplitudes SMRlong and SMRtrans, we fit our data according to
Eqs. (16) using cos 2α and sin 2α functions, respectively. The
fits are shown as solid lines in Figs. 5(b)–5(d).

To confirm the magnetic field dependence of ρlong, we ad-
ditionally performed field-dependent magnetotransport mea-
surements, sweeping µ0H from −17 T to +17 T at a fixed
orientation α. We normalize the data to ρ(H = 0) (cf. Fig. 6).
The slight asymmetry of the signal for +H and −H is caused
by variations of the temperature during the field sweeps. For
α = 0◦ (H ‖ j, red symbols) the resistivity decreases with
increasing H , as the relative fraction of the domain with
! ‖ t increases with increasing field (cf. Fig. 1). According
to Eq. (9), this leads to a decrease of ρlong. For α = 90◦ (H ‖ t,
black symbols), the magnetic field diminishes the area of the
domain with ! ‖ t until it completely vanishes. By further
increasing the magnetic-field magnitude, ! rotates away from
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FIG. 5. Angular dependent magnetoresistance of a NiO(111)/Pt
thin-film heterostructure, measured at 300 K with in-plane external
magnetic-field magnitudes of (a) 1 T, (b) 9 T, (c) 15 T, (d) 17 T.
Normalized longitudinal resistivity ρlong (black symbols, left axis)
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cos 2α and sin 2α functions [cf. Eqs. (16)].
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normalized SMR amplitude of our NiO/Pt thin-film heterostructure
to the data published by Hoogeboom et al. [46] measured on a NiO/Pt
sample using a NiO single crystal. The magnetic field is normalized to
the monodomainization field µ0H

film
MD = 13.4 T and µ0H

cryst
MD = 4.1 T,

respectively.

the magnetic field, resulting in an increase of #j and thus to an
increase of ρlong according to Eq. (9).

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The SMR amplitudes obtained from the ADMR as well as
the field-sweep measurements are depicted in Fig. 7(a) (black,
red, and blue symbols) as a function of the external magnetic
field H . Almost no difference between SMRlong and SMRtrans
is observable, which is in agreement with the notion ρ1 = ρ3
in the SMR theory [34,37]. Furthermore, the SMR values
derived from field-sweep measurements at fixed magnetic-field
orientations α are in good agreement with the SMR amplitudes
obtained from the ADMR measurements. The deviation at
high magnetic fields is mainly caused by a slight temperature
variation during the field-sweep measurement, as well as a
small misalignment of the Hall bar with respect to the current
direction. As expected from Eq. (17), we observe a quadratic
dependence of the SMR amplitudes as a function of H for
small magnetic fields. At higher fields, the SMR amplitudes
start to saturate.

014417-7

SHMR	in	NiO

Fischer,	et	al	PRB	(2018)

Often	have	to	engineer	some	moment	to	probe	this	physics
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(and/or	complement	with	opposite	spin	Hall	angle)
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Help	confirm	spin	transport	in	non-local	
(and	other)	experiments	by	showing	
opposite	sign	of	voltage	when	SHA	is	

opposite.
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Spin-charge conversion in thermally evaporated Cr
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�T ⇠= 17 K

Comparison	to	Pt/YIG	sample	
using	same	methods

Bleser,	Greening,	Roos,	Hernandez,	Fan,	BLZ	JAP	131	113904	(2022)

Thermally	evaporated	Cr	(2-12	nm)	in	high	vacuum	
onto	polycrystalline	YIG	

Standard	LSSE	setup	(external	 	using	
blocks	and	Peltier	heater/coolers)
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definitely	playing	a	role
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conversion	efficiency	about	half	of	sputtered	Cr

Large,	useful	total	voltages	
	(especially	around	10	nm)

non-monotonic	thickness	dependence	could	indicate	a	role	for	
strain-dependent	spin	density	wave	AF	

Bleser,	Greening,	Roos,	Hernandez,	Fan,	BLZ	JAP	131	113904	(2022)
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Compare	Pt,	Cr,	and	Cu	films
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VSHMR =
Vxy(I+)� Vxy(I�)

2

N rather than the thermal gradient across the layers.6 While
the precise determination of DTme is very challenging14 and
depends crucially on, e.g., sample dimension and the material
parameters at the chosen sample temperature, DTme will, in
first order approximation, be directly proportional to the tem-
perature increase (decrease) of N with respect to the heat sink
in the experiment (i.e., it is proportional to the thermal gradi-
ent).6,14 This temperature increase is in turn directly propor-
tional to the dissipated electrical power (the Joule heating)
PJoule ¼ VdId ¼ I2

dR, where R is the sample resistance. Using
an insulating ferromagnet (YIG) greatly simplifies the inter-
pretation of the experimental results since the current will
only flow in the normal metal (platinum). The heat in our
experiment is generated uniformly within the entire N layer as
compared to an injection through the top interface only for the
clamping technique or the nonuniform heating for the laser
method. Nevertheless, for a fixed amount of heat, in steady
state and since the spin Seebeck effect is generated at the F/N
interface rather than within N, the thermal gradient at the F/N
interface should be very similar among the techniques. In
summary, we thus expect

ViSSE / I2
dcosa: (1)

However, the voltage Vt¼Et"w (Et and w being the trans-
verse electric field under open circuit conditions and the
width of the Hall bar, respectively) transverse to Id will have
contributions from the spin Seebeck effect and from magne-
toresistive effects, such as the newly discovered spin Hall
magnetoresistance.15–17 Typically, these magnetoresistive
transverse voltages will be much larger than the ViSSE of in-
terest. Additionally, the longitudinal resistance can contrib-
ute to Vt due to a slight misalignment of the transverse
contacts. Since these effects are linear or odd in Id, they can
be distinguished from thermal effects, proportional to PJoule

or I2
d, by comparing two measurements with reversed driving

current direction. The resistive contributions and the
cross-coupling obey VresðþIdÞ ¼ &Vresð&IdÞ, while the spin
Seebeck voltage obeys ViSSEðþIdÞ ¼ þViSSEð&IdÞ. ViSSE can
thus be obtained by adding VtðþIdÞ to Vtð&IdÞ such that

VtðþIdÞ þ Vtð&IdÞ ¼ VresðþIdÞ þ Vresð&IdÞþ
ViSSEðþIdÞ þ ViSSEð&IdÞ

¼ VresðþIdÞ & VresðþIdÞþ
ViSSEðþIdÞ þ ViSSEðþIdÞ

¼ 2ViSSEðþIdÞ:

(2)

It is fair to argue that with increasing Id, the sample’s resist-
ance R ¼ RðTÞ ¼ RðI2

dÞ will increase due to the induced
temperature changes. This also influences the resistive con-
tributions by introducing higher order terms which, in good
approximation, should be odd powers of Id since

Vres / Id " R / Id " I2
d : (3)

Thus, they should cancel out in the aforementioned procedure.
We would also like to add that it is possible to extract

ViSSE from the longitudinal voltage as well, albeit generally
with a worse signal to noise ratio due to the large back-
ground signal (Vd).

The samples in our experiment consists of YIG thin
films grown by pulsed laser deposition on 500 lm thick gad-
olinium gallium garnet (Gd3Ga5O12, GGG) or yttrium alu-
minium garnet (Y3Al5O12, YAG) substrates. On top of the
YIG layer, few nm thick Pt films were then deposited in situ,
without breaking the vacuum, using electron beam evapora-
tion (more details on the sample growth can be found in
Refs. 16 and 18). One sample was fabricated with an addi-
tional gold spacer layer between YIG and Pt. After removing
the samples from the growth chamber, the Pt (Au) and the
YIG were patterned into Hall bar mesa structures (length of
950 lm, width of 80 lm) using optical lithography and argon
ion beam milling. Afterwards, the samples are mounted onto
copper heat sinks.

The measurements in this paper have all been performed
in vacuum ðp ! 1 mbarÞ in a cryostat with variable tempera-
ture insert, with the sample stabilized at a base temperature
of 250 K. Note, however, that measurements under ambient
conditions in an electromagnet at room temperature (not
shown) gave very similar results. We furthermore measured
the temperature dependence of qPt by systematically chang-
ing the cryostat base temperature. In this way, the Pt resist-
ance can be used for on-chip thermometry19,20 in the
subsequent experiments.

The ViSSE extraction procedure is visualized in Fig. 2 for
a fixed angle a ¼ 45' between the Hall bar and the external
magnetic field (cf. Fig. 1) on a GGG/YIG(61 nm)/Pt(11 nm)

FIG. 2. Recorded transverse voltage on the GGG/YIG(61 nm)/Pt(11 nm)
sample as a function of the external magnetic field strength for a ¼ 45

'
. The

arrows indicate the sweep direction of the external magnetic field in the
experiment. (a) For Id < 0, a positive offset voltage signal is recorded that
exhibits the typical features of the spin Hall magnetoresistance. (b)
Reversing the direction of Id also inverts the observed voltage signal. (c)
Adding VtðþIdÞ and Vtð&IdÞ reveals the much smaller, thermal (spin
Seebeck) component. The large spikes close to the YIG’s coercive fields are
attributed to either domain reconfiguration or spin torque effects. The inset
shows ViSSE at large fields for a ¼ 0

'
. Here, ViSSE stays constant for fields of

up to 7 T.
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A measurement technique for the spin Seebeck effect is presented, wherein the normal metal layer
used for its detection is exploited simultaneously as a resistive heater and thermometer. We show
how the various contributions to the measured total signal can be disentangled, allowing to extract
the voltage signal solely caused by the spin Seebeck effect. To this end, we performed
measurements as a function of the external magnetic field strength and its orientation. We find that
the effect scales linearly with the induced rise in temperature, as expected for the spin Seebeck
effect. VC 2013 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4839395]

The spin Seebeck effect1–4 (SSE) is one of the hot topics
in spin caloritronics.5 In analogy to the charge Seebeck
effect, where a charge current is driven by an applied tem-
perature gradient; in the spin Seebeck effect, a spin current is
driven by a temperature gradient.6 Since there is no direct
meter for spin currents in the present experiments, usually a
ferromagnet/normal metal (F/N) bilayer structure is used to
convert the spin current into an electric signal: A tempera-
ture gradient applied perpendicular to the F/N bilayer drives
a spin current across the F/N interface. This spin current is
then converted into a charge current in N by virtue of the
inverse spin Hall effect. Since most spin Seebeck effect
measurements are performed using open circuit boundary
conditions, the experimental signature of the spin Seebeck
effect is a spin Hall electric field—viz., the corresponding
spin Seebeck voltage—which is oriented perpendicular to
both the applied temperature gradient and the magneti-
zation in F.

Nowadays, most spin Seebeck experiments are per-
formed in the so-called longitudinal geometry, in which the
temperature gradient and the spin current are parallel, and
oriented perpendicular to the F/N interface. To rule out
anomalous Nernst effect voltages in F,7,8 this geometry,
however, requires that the (ferro- or ferri-) magnetic constit-
uent is insulating. In most longitudinal spin Seebeck experi-
ments to date, the magnetic insulator yttrium iron garnet
(Y3Fe5O12, YIG) is used for F, and the high Z metals Pt or
Au are used for N.1–4,9,10

In experiments, the controlled generation and quantifica-
tion of temperature gradients represent a challenge. The tem-
perature gradients are most often established by clamping
the F/N sample between two heat reservoirs, acting as heat
source and sink.1–4,10–13 An important issue in this type of
spin Seebeck effect setup is good thermal coupling between
the heat reservoirs and the sample. Laser heating9 is an alter-
native technique, which enables scannable, local temperature
gradient generation. The temperature gradients thus gener-
ated, however, can be quantified only from numerical tem-
perature profile calculations.14

In this paper, we present a third, very simple technique
to generate large thermal gradients across the F/N interface.
The main idea is to use the sample’s normal metal layer itself
as a resistive heater. In other words, we drive a large dc-
current Id through N and simultaneously record the thermal
(spin Seebeck) voltage in the direction transverse to the driv-
ing current (Fig. 1).

Since the current heating induced spin Seebeck voltage
ViSSE originates from the inverse spin Hall effect, we expect
ViSSE / js ! ŝ, where js is the direction of the spin current
and ŝ is its polarization vector. This can be used to discrimi-
nate ViSSE from other possible signal contributions. For Hext

in the sample plane along Id (along x, a¼ 0#), a spin Seebeck
voltage will arise along y. The large voltage drop Vd arising
along the direction of current flow thus will not influence the
spin Seebeck measurement.

The spin Seebeck effect is, in fact, driven by the tempera-
ture difference DTme between magnons in F and electrons in

FIG. 1. Sketch of the setup used for the current heating induced spin
Seebeck experiments. The samples consists of magnetic insulator (YIG) thin
films on single crystalline GGG or YAG substrates covered by a thin normal
metal (Pt) film. The YIG/Pt bilayer is patterned into a Hall bar mesa struc-
ture. A dc-current source is used to drive a large current Id through the Hall
bar, while the voltage drop Vt transverse to the current direction is measured
with a nanovoltmeter. An external, in-plane, magnetic field is applied at an
angle a to the current direction. Due to the resistive (Joule) heating by Id, a
temperature gradient across the F/N interface emerges, giving rise to the
spin Seebeck effect.a)Electronic mail: michael.schreier@wmi.badw.de
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to orient the magnetic moment of the YIG. A transverse
voltage Vxy was then produced and recorded. In general, the
thermal gradient induced by Joule heating will generate a
spin current injection into Pt, thus the SSE. In addition to the
SSE, according to Nakayama et al., the spin current reflec-
tion at the Pt/YIG interface may also produce a SMR in Pt,
yielding a voltage change along the y-direction of the Pt stip.
In addition to SMR, the conventional anisotropic magnetore-
sistance (AMR) is also possible when the proximate effect is
strong. Obviously, the SSE will remain unaffected whereas
the MR effect, either the SMR or the AMR, changes sign
while current direction reverses. Since VISHE is simply pro-
portional to heating power (P¼ I2Rxx), we have the follow-
ing relations VISHE(I)¼VISHE("I) and VMR(I)¼"VMR("I),
or VISHE¼ [Vxy(I)þVxy("I)]/2 and VMR¼ [Vxy(I)"Vxy("I)]/
2, i.e., from their different dependences on oppositely
directed currents, the VISHE and the MR can be distinguished
from each other.

The SSE and MR effect of the Pt/YIG structure were
studied by cycling magnetic field along the route "0.01 T!
0.01 T ! "0.01 T. The measurement begins about 20 min
after the application of the heating current, when a steady
thermal gradient is established. Figs. 1(c) and 1(d) show the
magnetic field dependence of Vxy (black lines), VISHE (blue
lines), and MR (red lines), obtained by applying magnetic
field at an angle of h¼ 45$, here, the MR is defined as
[VMR(H)–VMR(0)]tPt/Iqxx(H). To compare the effect of cur-
rent reversion, both data obtained under I and "I are pre-
sented. Notably, the Vxy exhibits a strong field dependence in

the low field region, which is the signature of the MR, as first
reported by Ref. 11. A Vxy peak appears around H¼ 0, with
a small hysteresis for the ascending-descending field opera-
tions. According to Fig. 1(b), this is exactly the field range
for the magnetic reorientation of YIG. The Vxy–H curves are
upside down when the current direction is reversed, indicat-
ing that the MR governs the Vxy. Above the saturation field,
Vxy is nearly constant. This is understandable since the YIG
has been magnetically saturated. There is a misalignment for
the base lines of the Vxy–H curves under the positive and
negative fields. This is a signature of the SSE, which contrib-
utes a VISHE which changes sign as the magnetic alignment
of the YIG reverses.

To get a quantitative characterization of the SSE, in
Figs. 1(c) and 1(d), we show the VISHE–H relations (blue
curves). As expected, VISHE is nearly constant when H is
high, and undergoes a sudden drop/jump as H sweeps
through the saturation field of YIG; the magnetic reversion
of YIG causes the VISHE change. A simple analysis indicates
that the VISHE is %3 lV for Pt(7 nm)/YIG and %0.42 lV for
Pt(30 nm)/YIG. There are two possible explanations for the
reduced VISHE in the latter sample, i.e., the thick Pt has
shunted the VISHE or the thermal gradient in these two sam-
ples are different. It is possible that the thermal gradient pro-
duced by Joule heating in YIG is inhomogeneous,
concentrating near the Pt/YIG interface. The small VISHE–H
loop can be ascribed to the magnetic hysteresis of the YIG.

The MR is also shown in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d) (red
curves). It grows rapidly with H when the field is low, and

FIG. 1. (a) A schematic illustration of
the experimental setup. A current I is
applied to the Pt strip and the Joule
heat induced temperature gradient rT
is established in the z direction of the
YIG. (b) Normalized magnetization of
YIG, presented as a function of mag-
netic field. (c), (d), and (e) Magnetic
field dependences of the transverse
voltage Vxy (black curve), VISHE (blue
curve), and MR (red curve) for the
samples of Pt(7 nm)/YIG, Pt(30 nm)/
YIG, and Pt(7 nm)/Cu(3 nm)/YIG,
respectively. The measurements were
performed with the applied currents of
619 mA for Pt(7 nm)/YIG and
Pt(7 nm)/Cu(3 nm)/YIG, and 650 mA
for Pt(30 nm)/YIG. Here, the magnetic
field is applied in the sample plane at
an angle of h¼ 45$ with respect to the
current direction.
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the base lines of the Vxy–H curves under the positive and
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utes a VISHE which changes sign as the magnetic alignment
of the YIG reverses.

To get a quantitative characterization of the SSE, in
Figs. 1(c) and 1(d), we show the VISHE–H relations (blue
curves). As expected, VISHE is nearly constant when H is
high, and undergoes a sudden drop/jump as H sweeps
through the saturation field of YIG; the magnetic reversion
of YIG causes the VISHE change. A simple analysis indicates
that the VISHE is %3 lV for Pt(7 nm)/YIG and %0.42 lV for
Pt(30 nm)/YIG. There are two possible explanations for the
reduced VISHE in the latter sample, i.e., the thick Pt has
shunted the VISHE or the thermal gradient in these two sam-
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Raw	LSSE	voltage

Bleser,	Natale,	Greening,	Fan,	Zink	in	preparation	

Large	R	in	Cr	gives	somewhat	larger	heating,	
less	shunting,	is	very	nice	for	this	technique
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Pt	(25	nm)/YIG

Cr	(10	nm)/YIG

spin	conversion	efficiency

SDW state.29,30 These values of ρ are also comparable to those seen
in other negative spin Hall angle materials, such as tungsten (grey
dashed line).31 In both cases, the large charge resistivity contributes
to large spin-charge conversion.

In Fig. 4(a), we plot the saturated absolute value of spin
Seebeck voltage, jVLSSEj ¼ jVLSSE(þHsat)# VLSSE(#Hsat)j vs the
thickness of the metallic layer for our evaporated Cr/YIG, our sput-
tered 10 nm Pt/YIG reference sample, and literature data for sput-
tered Cr.14 Here, we rescaled the literature data to match the
!1:7$ higher applied thermal gradient used in our experiment;
the published values for sputtered Cr are somewhat lower. The

evaporated Cr spin-charge conversion is non-monotonic with
thickness in this range, and it does not follow the simple expecta-
tions of a modified 1=t dependence. Instead, the values become
sharply larger above 6 nm, the same thickness where polycrystalline
Cr on Py showed an onset of exchange bias.26 This jump results in
large spin conversion voltages, which not only grow larger than
seen in sputtered Cr, but also (as also shown in Fig. 1) become
comparable to Pt. With additional thickness, VLSSE for evaporated
Cr then drops sharply back to values in line with the thinner films.

Figure 4(b) compares ρ vs t measured near room temperature
for the same set of samples. The uncapped evaporated Cr samples
all show much larger ρ, which is again non-monotonic with t,
though with a different pattern than seen in VLSSE. As noted in the
annotation, the thinnest Cr film was capped with Pd, and this is
most likely the main cause of the lower value for that sample.
Though Pd has large spin–orbit coupling and has been reported to
show significant spin-charge conversion in some samples,35,36 an
evaporated Pd/YIG sample showed .10$ lower VLSSE than any of
the evaporated Cr samples. As a result we expect the main effect of
the cap is to reduce ρ while not contributing significant spin con-
version that would modify VLSSE.

Figure 5 compares the same samples using a measure of the
overall spin-charge conversion, based on the typical theoretical
analysis of the spin Seebeck effect. Thermally generated spin
voltage, with the assumption of spin-charge conversion occurring
in the bulk of the film via the spin Hall effect, is typically described
by

VLSSE ¼ 2 CL∇Tð Þ ρθshð Þ λsf
t
tanh

t
2λsf

! "
, (1)

where ∇T is the applied thermal gradient, ρ is the charge resistivity,
θsh is the spin Hall angle, λsf is the spin diffusion length in the

FIG. 2. VLSSE vs H for eight Cr/YIG films with thickness (indicated in nanome-
ters by the number in parentheses) ranging from 2 to 11 nm. The thinnest Cr
film is capped with Pd to prevent oxidation. Two 10 nm thick samples are
shown, one (red line) that was annealed at !100 'C in vacuum for 2 h after
growth. Note the plots in the dashed box are plotted on a larger voltage scale
than the other three plots.

FIG. 3. Charge resistivity vs T for two Cr films and Pt, measured on the same
samples as VLSSE, compared to literature values for 200 nm thick sputtered
Cr,30 and a previously established negative spin-charge conversion material,
3 nm thick tungsten.31 Both evaporated Cr films have large values.
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metal film, t is the film thickness, and C is a constant related to the
efficiency of spin injection from the YIG to the metal film.14,33,34

Here three trivial methods of increasing the thermal signal are
obvious: increasing ∇T , increasing L (which increases VLSSE simply
by integrating the same electric field over a longer path), and
increasing ρ (which reduces simple electrical shorting of the gener-
ated voltage by charge flow in the metal film). Rewriting Eq. (1)
gives

VLSSE

L∇Tρ
¼ 2 Cθshð Þ λsf

t
tanh

t
2λsf

! "
, (2)

such that the right-hand side depends only on t and spin-related
properties of the heterostructure. Comparison of the quantity
jVLSSEj=L∇Tρ between samples therefore removes the three trivial
effects. With this view of spin-charge conversion, we see that both
sputtered and evaporated Cr have much lower spin-conversion effi-
ciency than Pt (which falls at 3300 μV=Ω cm K, much higher than
the range plotted in Fig. 5), but that the evaporated Cr retains
roughly half the spin-charge conversion efficiency of sputtered Cr
between 6–11 nm.

As shown by the literature data for sputtered Cr, when well-
described by Eq. (2), λsf and θsh can be determined from these
data. As shown in Fig. 5, the evaporated Cr/YIG samples do not
obey Eq. (2), instead showing essentially the same non-monotonic
pattern seen in VLSSE, again with sudden increase in spin conver-
sion above 6 nm and sudden drop below 11 nm. This behavior with
thickness suggests, as seen in earlier reports on exchange bias, that
the evolution of strain in the evaporated film modifies the nature of
the spin density wave, which in turn causes the sudden changes in
spin-charge conversion. From our experiments, we cannot deter-
mine if this change is driven by modified coupling at the interface
(represented here as a changing C parameter), a change in the spin
conversion itself (a changing θsh), or a change in λsf . Indeed, the
modification in the Fermi surface that is expected based on
strain-induced changes of the nature of the spin density wave in Cr
could affect any or all of these parameters. As the strain state of
evaporated and sputtered films are generally very different,37–39

strain is a likely explanation of the very different charge and spin
properties of evaporated and sputtered Cr films.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we presented evidence of large negative spin-
charge conversion in evaporated Cr films on polycrystalline YIG
substrates using the spin Seebeck effect. The large thermally driven
spin voltages, which are larger than those previously seen in sput-
tered Cr for some thicknesses, are partly achieved due to large
charge resistivity, which is comparable to negative spin-charge con-
version materials demonstrated by others. A non-monotonic
pattern in both the unscaled VLSSE and that scaled by ρ for evapo-
rated Cr suggests, as previously seen in exchange bias experiments
in Cr heterostructures, that changing thickness changes the film

FIG. 5. Comparison of the spin conversion efficiency, VLSSE=LrTρ for literature
values of sputtered Cr and evaporated Cr. In the highlighted regime between 6
and 11 nm, the evaporated Cr develops a much larger spin-conversion effi-
ciency, reaching !1=2 the values reported for sputtered Cr at the same thick-
ness. Pt at 10 nm has the largest efficiency value, at 3300 μV=Ω cm K.

FIG. 4. (a) Absolute value of saturated VLSSE vs thickness comparing evapo-
rated Cr (green triangles) and 10 nm thick Pt to literature values for sputtered
Cr (scaled to equal applied rT).14 Estimated uncertainty is !5%$10%, on
order of the size of the data points. (b) Charge resistivity, ρ vs thickness mea-
sured on the same samples, again comparing to literature Cr values.
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Qu,	…CLC	PRB	(2015)	

dR/dT	features	indicate	TWO	potential	Neel	
temperatures	in	10	nm	evaporated	Cr

AFM	in	Cr	is	driven	by	spin	density	waves.		These	can	be	
commensurate	(CSDW)	or	incommensurate	(ICSDW)

In	bulk:	

Strain	in	films	can	
drive	the	CSDW	
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ICSDW Tn = 305 K
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CSDW Tn = 425 K

Films	can	also	end	up	in	a	mixed	state,	and	
size	effects	can	reduce	both	temperatures

Quite	different	T	dependence	in	evaporated	
Cr	below	the	~200	K	ordering,	where	all	Cr	

has	become	AF

Bleser,	Natale,	Greening,	Fan,	Zink	in	preparation	
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Excellent	agreement	between	
our	sputtered	Cr	LSSE	efficiency		
is	further	evidence	that	the	

mixed	SDW	state	plays	a	role	in	
spin	conversion	in	Cr	thin	films
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We have recently completed 
the same local LSSE 
experiment on 10 nm 

sputtered Cr.  
(only one high T feature in dR/dT)

Bleser,	Natale,	Greening,	Fan,	Zink	in	preparation	
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Evaporated vs Sputtered Cr/polyYIG

273 K78 K

Evap. 10nm Cr

Sputt. 10nm Cr

Sputt. 10nm Cr

Evap. 10nm Cr

! ∥ #$$ ! ∥ #$$
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Here	evaporated	Cr	gives	signals	
with	expected	symmetry,	while	
something…else	is	happening	in	

sputtered	Cr….
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“spin	flop”	coupled	(100)	
La1-xSrxFeO3/La1-xSrxMnO3	

Perovskite	bilayers	
grown	via	PLD

crystalline axes. A crossover from perpendicular (spin-flop)
coupling to parallel alignment of the AFM and FM spins is
observed upon reduction of the nanostructure dimensions. This
behavior is explained in terms of a competition between shape-
induced anisotropy in the antiferromagnet and the interface
exchange coupling in spin-flop coupled nanostructures and
offers the possibility to control spin alignment through
nanostructure size and orientation.
The LFO [10 u.c.]/LSMO [90 u.c.] bilayer was grown by

pulsed laser deposition on (001)-oriented Nb-doped SrTiO3
(Nb:STO (0.05 wt % Nb)) substrate (for details, see ref 17).
The surface topography of the as-grown sample was
investigated by atomic force microscopy. A step-and-terrace
surface morphology of the 0.1° miscut Nb:STO substrate was
found to be preserved for the bilayer films. High-resolution X-
ray diffraction measurements confirm coherent growth and
films of high crystalline quality. The out-of-plane lattice
constants were determined to be (d001)pc = 4.04 Å for the
LFO layer and (d001)pc = 3.85 Å for LSMO (pc = pseudocubic
notation). The LSMO Curie temperature was assessed from
superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID)
measurements at TC ∼ 270 K. The nanostructures were
defined in the LFO/LSMO bilayer using a patterning technique
which relies on local disruption of the structural and magnetic
order by Ar+ ion implantation using a Cr hard mask (for details,
see refs 18 and 19).
The FM and AFM domain patterns of the LSMO and LFO

layers were imaged using the PEEM-3 Microscope at the
Advanced Light Source. Images with magnetic domain contrast
were obtained using the polarization dependence of X-ray
absorption in magnetically ordered materials, i.e., magnetic
dichroism. In ferromagnetically ordered materials, X-ray
absorption depends on the relative orientation of the helicity
of circularly polarized X-rays and the local magnetization, i.e.,
X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD). The FM domain
patterns displayed in this Letter were obtained by dividing X-
PEEM images recorded with right- and left-handed helicity of
the incident X-rays, respectively, for an energy near the Mn L3
absorption edge in LSMO. This procedure serves to remove
sources of contrast other than magnetic dichroism from the
PEEM images, such as topographic or work function contrast.
For an antiferromagnet, the X-ray absorption depends on the
relative orientation of the E-vector of linearly polarized X-rays
and the AFM spin axes, i.e., X-ray magnetic linear dichroism
(XMLD). The AFM domain images were obtained likewise, by
division of PEEM images recorded at two different photon
energies.20 Here, we take advantage of the large XMLD at the
Fe L2-edge of LFO.21 The experimental geometry for the

XMLD- and XMCD-PEEM measurements is depicted in Figure
1a. The X-rays were incident on the sample surface at an angle
of 30°, with their projection along the [110] crystalline axis of
the Nb:STO substrate. In the PEEM-3 microscope, the
polarization plane for linearly polarized X-rays can be rotated
from ω = 0° (i.e., the E-vector in the plane of incidence) to ω =
90° (i.e., the E-vector in the plane of the sample surface).
Maximum domain contrast for AFM domains is obtained for
the AFM spin axis oriented parallel and perpendicular to the E-
vector, respectively. With the experimental geometry shown in
Figure 1a, the preferred choice of ω for imaging of domains
with their AFM spin axis oriented along in-plane ⟨110⟩ and
⟨100⟩ directions is ω = 90° and ω = 45°, respectively.
Figure 1b depicts the spontaneous AFM domain structure in

the LFO layer, as obtained by XMLD-PEEM at room
temperature, i.e., above TC of the LSMO layer, with a
polarization angle ω = 90°. The analysis required to determine
the AFM spin orientation from the measured X-PEEM contrast
is discussed in previous reports.19,22 When cooling the sample
below TC, a FM domain structure forms in the LSMO layer.
The XMCD-PEEM image acquired at 100 K (Figure 1c)
displays a region where three distinct FM domains intersect.
These domains show black, white, and gray contrast
corresponding to magnetic moments oriented parallel,
antiparallel, and perpendicular to the helical orientation of
the circularly polarized X-rays, respectively; i.e., the magnetic
moments are oriented along the in-plane ⟨110⟩ easy axes of the
LSMO layer under tensile strain.23 The associated AFM
domain structure in the LFO layer, recorded at 100 K with ω
= 90°, is shown in Figure 1d. We note the close
correspondence with the domains in the LSMO layer. Domains
with gray contrast in Figure 1c appear predominantly black in
the AFM domain image, whereas domains with black or white
contrast in Figure 1c appear mainly white in the AFM domain
image. Observing the contrast arising from different spin
orientations in the actual experimental geometry, these images
confirm a spin-flop coupling with perpendicular orientation of
the AFM spin axis and the FM magnetization. This implies that
locally the AFM spin axis is rotated up to 90° relative to its
orientation above TC. The spontaneous domain structure in an
antiferromagnet is commonly attributed to crystalline imper-
fections and twin boundaries.16 The speckle observed within
the large AFM domains in Figure 1d is attributed to domain
wall pinning centers in the LFO layer, sufficiently strong to
resist rotation of the associated spins by coupling to the FM
layer as the system is cooled below TC.
In order to explore the impact on the spin axis alignment

from shape, size, and orientation of nanostructures, we define

Figure 1. (a) Schematic of the measurement geometry for the X-PEEM measurements and X-PEEM images showing the (b) AFM domain structure
above TC (T = 300 K), (c) the FM domain structure below TC (T = 100 K), and (d) the corresponding AFM domain structure below TC (T = 100
K). The legend in the lower left corner of images b−d illustrates the X-PEEM contrast resulting from the adopted experimental geometry and choice
of polarization angle (ω = 90°).
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FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Schematic of a G-type AF perovskite
oxide ABO3 with the A-site cations and oxygen anions omitted. Red
and blue spheres represent two sets of B-site cations with antiparallel
spins. The red and blue triangles denote (111) planes with all spin
up/spin down B-cations. (b) Two-dimensional projection of (111)
planes resulting in a honeycomblike structure. 〈1̄1̄2〉 and 〈11̄0〉 are
the two low-index families of directions in the (111) plane.

and magnetic properties are meditated by the Fe3+/Fe3+ and
Fe4+/Fe4+ superexchange mechanism [26,27]. Our earlier pa-
pers indicated that (001)-oriented LSMO/LSFO superlattices
with compensated AF spins at the interface display spin-flop
coupling characterized by perpendicular alignment between
the AF spin axes and the FM moments at a sublayer thickness
of six u.c. [28–30]. In a simple model considering only the
expected spin orientation from bulk LSFO with in-plane
collinear relation with FM moments and ideally smooth
interfaces, the fully uncompensated AF spins in (111)-oriented
interfaces should exert an exchange bias on an adjacent FM
layer. In this paper, we examine the validity of such a model by
using soft x-ray magnetic spectroscopy and microscopy, which
can probe FM and AF properties separately using the element
specificity of the technique. We have found that the spin axis
of LSFO in the superlattice cants out-of-plane of the surface in
contrast to LSFO films and LSMO/LSFO bilayers, indicating
that the spin coupling in a multilayer is more complex.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

LSMO/LSFO superlattices consisting of alternating layers
of 9 u.c. of LSMO and 9 u.c. of LSFO repeated 10 times
(referred to as [9 × 9]10) were grown on (111)-oriented STO
substrates by pulsed laser deposition. The LSMO layer was
grown first so that the LSFO layer lies at the film surface.
For comparison, single-layer films of LSMO (27 nm) and
LSFO (34 nm), as well as a LSMO/LSFO bilayer (60 u.c.
for each layer, and referred to as [60 × 60]1), were also
grown. The substrates were treated with only a solvent clean
to remove organic residue from the surface. A KrF laser
(248 nm) was used with a frequency of 5 Hz (1 Hz) and
fluence of ∼0.5 J cm−2(∼0.9 J cm−2) for the growth of the
LSMO (LSFO) layers. The substrate was held at 700 ◦C, and
the oxygen pressure was 300 mTorr. The samples were cooled
slowly to room temperature after the deposition with an oxygen
pressure of 300 Torr to ensure the proper oxygen stoichiometry.

The layer and sublayer properties were characterized by
high resolution x-ray diffraction (HRXRD) and resonant x-ray
reflectivity (XRR) measurements using a Bruker D8 Discover
four-circle diffraction system and Beamline 2-1 at the Stanford
Synchrotron Radiation Lightsource (SSRL). Due to the small

density contrast between the sublayers in the superlattice when
using a conventional Cu lab x-ray source, resonant XRR was
performed at energies near the Mn and Fe K edges, 6556 eV
and 7127 eV, respectively, and 8000 eV as a reference away
from the Mn and Fe absorption edges. This technique provides
a nondestructive means of determining chemical profiles of
multilayer structures (i.e., chemical intermixing or diffusion
between individual sublayers) [31].

The sublayer thickness, roughness, and density were ob-
tained by simulating the resonant XRR spectra using Leptos
software from Bruker AXS [32]. Leptos accounts for the real
and imaginary parts of the dispersion correction factor, f ′ and
f ′′, when calculating XRR. f ′ and the Thomson scattering am-
plitude, f0, display a strong energy dependence and decrease
sharply at absorption edges [31]. The bulk magnetization
was measured using a Quantum Design superconducting
quantum interface device (SQUID) magnetometer with the
magnetic field applied along the in-plane [11̄0] direction. Soft
x-ray magnetic spectroscopy measurements were performed
at Beamlines 4.0.2 and 6.3.1 of the Advanced Light Source
(ALS) using total electron yield mode. The x-ray magnetic
circular dichroism (XMCD) measurements were performed at
80 K with the x rays at 30◦ grazing incidence, with the in-plane
projection along either the [1̄10] or [112̄] directions, and a mag-
netic field of ±0.5 T applied along the x-ray beam direction in
order to probe the magnetic behaviors of the FM LSMO layers
in the superlattice and the single layer LSMO film. Magnetic
characterization of the AF LSFO layers was carried out using
x-ray magnetic linear dichroism (XMLD), which is sensitive
to anisotropy arising from crystallographic, electronic, and
magnetic effects. A detailed angular-dependent study of Fe
L2,3 XMLD was carried out at 80 K with two variants of
measurements, whose detailed geometries will be described
below. Soft x-ray photoemission electron microscopy (X-
PEEM) images were obtained at 100 K after zero-field cooling
using the PEEM3 microscope on Beamline 11.0.1 at the ALS.
The x rays impinged upon the sample at 30◦ grazing incidence
with the in-plane projection along the [1̄10] direction.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Structural characterization

The experimental resonant XRR spectra (colored) as a
function of scattering vector for the (111)-oriented [9 × 9]10
superlattice are shown in Fig. 2 along with the simulated curves
(black). Pronounced thickness fringes are observed for all three
x-ray energies and persist to large scattering vector values (up
to 0.9 Å

−1
). Distinct superlattice peaks with a periodicity of

4.4 nm were observed using x-ray energies near the Mn and
Fe K edges and indicated by arrows in Fig. 2 but are subtle at
8000 eV where the f ′ + f0 values for LSMO and LSFO are
nearly identical. All of the LSMO (LSFO) layers are simulated
with the same parameters listed in Table I obtained with Leptos
software [32] with the density of the STO substrate fixed at
the theoretical value. Most of the resonant spectral features
indicated by the arrows can be reproduced. The cost function
is a measure of the overall goodness of the fit of the simulation
to the experimental data. A thin carbon top layer that might
form due to exposure to x rays in air was also included to
improve the fitting. Slightly different fitting parameters for the
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FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Schematic of a G-type AF perovskite
oxide ABO3 with the A-site cations and oxygen anions omitted. Red
and blue spheres represent two sets of B-site cations with antiparallel
spins. The red and blue triangles denote (111) planes with all spin
up/spin down B-cations. (b) Two-dimensional projection of (111)
planes resulting in a honeycomblike structure. 〈1̄1̄2〉 and 〈11̄0〉 are
the two low-index families of directions in the (111) plane.

and magnetic properties are meditated by the Fe3+/Fe3+ and
Fe4+/Fe4+ superexchange mechanism [26,27]. Our earlier pa-
pers indicated that (001)-oriented LSMO/LSFO superlattices
with compensated AF spins at the interface display spin-flop
coupling characterized by perpendicular alignment between
the AF spin axes and the FM moments at a sublayer thickness
of six u.c. [28–30]. In a simple model considering only the
expected spin orientation from bulk LSFO with in-plane
collinear relation with FM moments and ideally smooth
interfaces, the fully uncompensated AF spins in (111)-oriented
interfaces should exert an exchange bias on an adjacent FM
layer. In this paper, we examine the validity of such a model by
using soft x-ray magnetic spectroscopy and microscopy, which
can probe FM and AF properties separately using the element
specificity of the technique. We have found that the spin axis
of LSFO in the superlattice cants out-of-plane of the surface in
contrast to LSFO films and LSMO/LSFO bilayers, indicating
that the spin coupling in a multilayer is more complex.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

LSMO/LSFO superlattices consisting of alternating layers
of 9 u.c. of LSMO and 9 u.c. of LSFO repeated 10 times
(referred to as [9 × 9]10) were grown on (111)-oriented STO
substrates by pulsed laser deposition. The LSMO layer was
grown first so that the LSFO layer lies at the film surface.
For comparison, single-layer films of LSMO (27 nm) and
LSFO (34 nm), as well as a LSMO/LSFO bilayer (60 u.c.
for each layer, and referred to as [60 × 60]1), were also
grown. The substrates were treated with only a solvent clean
to remove organic residue from the surface. A KrF laser
(248 nm) was used with a frequency of 5 Hz (1 Hz) and
fluence of ∼0.5 J cm−2(∼0.9 J cm−2) for the growth of the
LSMO (LSFO) layers. The substrate was held at 700 ◦C, and
the oxygen pressure was 300 mTorr. The samples were cooled
slowly to room temperature after the deposition with an oxygen
pressure of 300 Torr to ensure the proper oxygen stoichiometry.

The layer and sublayer properties were characterized by
high resolution x-ray diffraction (HRXRD) and resonant x-ray
reflectivity (XRR) measurements using a Bruker D8 Discover
four-circle diffraction system and Beamline 2-1 at the Stanford
Synchrotron Radiation Lightsource (SSRL). Due to the small

density contrast between the sublayers in the superlattice when
using a conventional Cu lab x-ray source, resonant XRR was
performed at energies near the Mn and Fe K edges, 6556 eV
and 7127 eV, respectively, and 8000 eV as a reference away
from the Mn and Fe absorption edges. This technique provides
a nondestructive means of determining chemical profiles of
multilayer structures (i.e., chemical intermixing or diffusion
between individual sublayers) [31].

The sublayer thickness, roughness, and density were ob-
tained by simulating the resonant XRR spectra using Leptos
software from Bruker AXS [32]. Leptos accounts for the real
and imaginary parts of the dispersion correction factor, f ′ and
f ′′, when calculating XRR. f ′ and the Thomson scattering am-
plitude, f0, display a strong energy dependence and decrease
sharply at absorption edges [31]. The bulk magnetization
was measured using a Quantum Design superconducting
quantum interface device (SQUID) magnetometer with the
magnetic field applied along the in-plane [11̄0] direction. Soft
x-ray magnetic spectroscopy measurements were performed
at Beamlines 4.0.2 and 6.3.1 of the Advanced Light Source
(ALS) using total electron yield mode. The x-ray magnetic
circular dichroism (XMCD) measurements were performed at
80 K with the x rays at 30◦ grazing incidence, with the in-plane
projection along either the [1̄10] or [112̄] directions, and a mag-
netic field of ±0.5 T applied along the x-ray beam direction in
order to probe the magnetic behaviors of the FM LSMO layers
in the superlattice and the single layer LSMO film. Magnetic
characterization of the AF LSFO layers was carried out using
x-ray magnetic linear dichroism (XMLD), which is sensitive
to anisotropy arising from crystallographic, electronic, and
magnetic effects. A detailed angular-dependent study of Fe
L2,3 XMLD was carried out at 80 K with two variants of
measurements, whose detailed geometries will be described
below. Soft x-ray photoemission electron microscopy (X-
PEEM) images were obtained at 100 K after zero-field cooling
using the PEEM3 microscope on Beamline 11.0.1 at the ALS.
The x rays impinged upon the sample at 30◦ grazing incidence
with the in-plane projection along the [1̄10] direction.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Structural characterization

The experimental resonant XRR spectra (colored) as a
function of scattering vector for the (111)-oriented [9 × 9]10
superlattice are shown in Fig. 2 along with the simulated curves
(black). Pronounced thickness fringes are observed for all three
x-ray energies and persist to large scattering vector values (up
to 0.9 Å

−1
). Distinct superlattice peaks with a periodicity of

4.4 nm were observed using x-ray energies near the Mn and
Fe K edges and indicated by arrows in Fig. 2 but are subtle at
8000 eV where the f ′ + f0 values for LSMO and LSFO are
nearly identical. All of the LSMO (LSFO) layers are simulated
with the same parameters listed in Table I obtained with Leptos
software [32] with the density of the STO substrate fixed at
the theoretical value. Most of the resonant spectral features
indicated by the arrows can be reproduced. The cost function
is a measure of the overall goodness of the fit of the simulation
to the experimental data. A thin carbon top layer that might
form due to exposure to x rays in air was also included to
improve the fitting. Slightly different fitting parameters for the
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“Spin-flop”	arrangement	typically	achieved	at	x=0.3,	thin	LSFO	(~3	nm)
10x10 micron scan (Takamura_AK810002.ibw)

Particulates? 

LSFO grains?

LSMO grains?

10x10 micron scan (Takamura_AK810002.ibw)

Closer analysis of depressions 
average height of bottom along path 1: 6.26 nm 
Average height of top along path 1: 8.73nm 
Av. Height Bottom Path 2: 6.37 nm 
Av. Height Top Path 2: 9.95 nm  

(potential second step is lower) 
Av. Height Bottom Path 3: 5.956 nm 
Av. Height Top Path 3: 8.07 nm.  
Roughly consistent with missing LSFO 

AFM	analysis	of	LSFO/LSMO/STO

10x10 micron scan (Takamura_AK810002.ibw)

Closer analysis of depressions 
average height of bottom along path 1: 6.26 nm 
Average height of top along path 1: 8.73nm 
Av. Height Bottom Path 2: 6.37 nm 
Av. Height Top Path 2: 9.95 nm  

(potential second step is lower) 
Av. Height Bottom Path 3: 5.956 nm 
Av. Height Top Path 3: 8.07 nm.  
Roughly consistent with missing LSFO Both	particulates	and	pits	(likely	missing	

LSFO	grains)	potentially	allow	conduction	
directly	to	LSMO

Ideally	we	would	love	the	LSFO	to	be	a	true	insulator,	but	
this	is	NOT	really	the	case….



Solutions? 
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WARNING!	Ongoing	Research	

Takamura	group	has	now	achieved	“spin-flop”	arrangement	
with	x=0.5	LSFO,	allows	a	thicker	AFMI	layer

30	u.c.(~11.76	nm)	LSFO	(50%	Sr)//	90	u.c.	(~35	nm)	LSMO	//	LSAT

Maximum	particle	height	=	3.833	nm	
Maximum	pit	depth	=	at	least	4.109	nm	

<latexit sha1_base64="o1OWusEBHhr7kvtUCYMHyjY047o=">AAAB9XicbVDJSgNBEO2JW4xb1KOXxiB4CjPidgx68RjBLJCMoadTkzTpWeiuUcMw/+HFgyJe/Rdv/o2dZA6a+KDg8V4VVfW8WAqNtv1tFZaWV1bXiuuljc2t7Z3y7l5TR4ni0OCRjFTbYxqkCKGBAiW0YwUs8CS0vNH1xG89gNIiCu9wHIMbsEEofMEZGum+2Uu7CE/o+SlmWa9csav2FHSRODmpkBz1Xvmr2494EkCIXDKtO44do5syhYJLyErdREPM+IgNoGNoyALQbjq9OqNHRulTP1KmQqRT9fdEygKtx4FnOgOGQz3vTcT/vE6C/qWbijBOEEI+W+QnkmJEJxHQvlDAUY4NYVwJcyvlQ6YYRxNUyYTgzL+8SJonVee8enZ7Wqld5XEUyQE5JMfEIRekRm5InTQIJ4o8k1fyZj1aL9a79TFrLVj5zD75A+vzB1S9kxI=</latexit>
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Explore	using	dc	current	method	using	
Hall	bars.	Focus	(for	now)	on	non-

thermal	part,	probes	SHMR



Reminder of SHMR in AFMI
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FIG. 5. Angular dependent magnetoresistance of a NiO(111)/Pt
thin-film heterostructure, measured at 300 K with in-plane external
magnetic-field magnitudes of (a) 1 T, (b) 9 T, (c) 15 T, (d) 17 T.
Normalized longitudinal resistivity ρlong (black symbols, left axis)
and transverse resistivity ρtrans (red symbols, right axis) as a function
of the magnetic-field orientation α. The lines are fit to the data using
cos 2α and sin 2α functions [cf. Eqs. (16)].
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FIG. 7. (a) SMR amplitude of the NiO(111)/Pt thin-film bilayer
obtained from ADMR measurements at 300 K at different applied
magnetic fields (cf. Fig. 5) using the longitudinal (black symbols) and
transverse (red symbols) resistivities as well as data extracted from
field-sweep measurements (cf. Fig. 6, blue symbols). The data are
compared to the analytical model based on a magnetic-field-induced
domain redistribution in NiO (green line). (b) Comparison of the
normalized SMR amplitude of our NiO/Pt thin-film heterostructure
to the data published by Hoogeboom et al. [46] measured on a NiO/Pt
sample using a NiO single crystal. The magnetic field is normalized to
the monodomainization field µ0H

film
MD = 13.4 T and µ0H

cryst
MD = 4.1 T,

respectively.

the magnetic field, resulting in an increase of #j and thus to an
increase of ρlong according to Eq. (9).

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The SMR amplitudes obtained from the ADMR as well as
the field-sweep measurements are depicted in Fig. 7(a) (black,
red, and blue symbols) as a function of the external magnetic
field H . Almost no difference between SMRlong and SMRtrans
is observable, which is in agreement with the notion ρ1 = ρ3
in the SMR theory [34,37]. Furthermore, the SMR values
derived from field-sweep measurements at fixed magnetic-field
orientations α are in good agreement with the SMR amplitudes
obtained from the ADMR measurements. The deviation at
high magnetic fields is mainly caused by a slight temperature
variation during the field-sweep measurement, as well as a
small misalignment of the Hall bar with respect to the current
direction. As expected from Eq. (17), we observe a quadratic
dependence of the SMR amplitudes as a function of H for
small magnetic fields. At higher fields, the SMR amplitudes
start to saturate.
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FIG. 3. Structural properties of the investigated NiO/Pt het-
erostructure fabricated on a (0001)-oriented Al2O3 substrate.
(a) 2θ -ω-scan along the [0001]-direction of Al2O3. The inset shows
the rocking curve around the NiO(111) reflection and the derived full
width at half maximum value. (b), (c) Reciprocal space mappings
around the NiO(402) and the Al2O3(3 0 3 12) reflections. The recip-
rocal lattice units (rlu) are related to the Al2O3(3 0 3 12) substrate
reflection.

of the NiO thin film with respect to the Al2O3 substrate.
In addition, a lattice constant of a100 = 0.419 nm has been
derived. This value is close to the bulk lattice constant of NiO
(a = 0.4177 nm) [55], indicating a nearly fully relaxed strain
state of NiO on Al2O3. Furthermore, a low surface roughness
below 0.8 nm (rms value) is confirmed by x-ray reflectometry
as well as atomic force microscopy. In the following, we
discuss a NiO/Pt thin-film bilayer with a thickness of the Pt
layer of tPt = 3.5 nm and the NiO thin film of tNiO = 120 nm.

B. Magnetotransport measurements

For magnetotransport measurements, the sample is pat-
terned into a Hall bar mesa structure via optical lithography
and Ar ion milling (see Fig. 4). The longitudinal (ρlong) and
transverse resistivities (ρtrans) are calculated from the longitu-
dinal and the transverse voltages Vlong and Vtrans, measured with
a standard four-probe technique using a dc current of 100 µA
and a current-reversal method [43]. We perform ADMR mea-
surements by rotating an externally applied magnetic field of
constant magnitude in the (111)-plane of the NiO film as well
as sweeping the magnetic field at fixed orientation with respect
to the crystallographic axes of NiO at 300 K.

The data obtained from ADMR measurements in different
magnetic-field magnitudes are shown in Fig. 5. The pre-
dicted − cos 2α dependence of ρlong as well as the − sin 2α-
dependence of ρtrans with increasing amplitudes as a function

Al2O3
(0001)

Pt

Oi
N

V
long

IVtrans

α
H

n

t

j

[111]

[112]_

[110]
_

FIG. 4. Schematic drawing of the NiO/Pt Hall bar mesa struc-
ture with the coordinate system j, t, and n defined along the
crystallographic directions [110], [112], and [111] of the NiO thin
film, respectively. In addition, the measurement scheme used for
the magnetotransport measurements with the applied current I , the
measured longitudinal voltage Vlong, and the transverse voltage Vtrans

is illustrated. In the NiO(111) plane, the direction of the magnetic
field H is defined by α (green) with respect to the current direction j.
H is rotated counterclockwise.

of the applied magnetic-field strength [see Eqs. (16)] are
clearly observed for µ0H > 1 T. The angular dependence of
the resistivities is consistent with the model introduced above
for AFI/HM bilayers, i.e., showing a minimum of ρlong at
α = 0◦ and a maximum at α = 90◦, and being shifted by
90◦ with respect to previous experiments in Pt on collinear
ferrimagnets [34]. This provides clear evidence that we are
indeed sensitive to ! (or %j and %t ) in the antiferromagnetic NiO
as discussed above. The 90◦ phase shift is further consistent
with recent experiments in Pt on canted ferrimagnets, where
the same shift in the angular dependence is evident close
to the compensation temperature [43], and experiments in
YIG/NiO/Pt heterostructures [27,30–32] as well as NiO/Pt
bilayers [46,47]. For µ0H ! 1 T, the external magnetic-field
magnitude H is much smaller than HMD, resulting in hardly
detectable amplitudes of the longitudinal and transverse resis-
tivity variations, respectively. To evaluate the field dependence
of the modulation of ρlong and ρtrans as well as the SMR
amplitudes SMRlong and SMRtrans, we fit our data according to
Eqs. (16) using cos 2α and sin 2α functions, respectively. The
fits are shown as solid lines in Figs. 5(b)–5(d).

To confirm the magnetic field dependence of ρlong, we ad-
ditionally performed field-dependent magnetotransport mea-
surements, sweeping µ0H from −17 T to +17 T at a fixed
orientation α. We normalize the data to ρ(H = 0) (cf. Fig. 6).
The slight asymmetry of the signal for +H and −H is caused
by variations of the temperature during the field sweeps. For
α = 0◦ (H ‖ j, red symbols) the resistivity decreases with
increasing H , as the relative fraction of the domain with
! ‖ t increases with increasing field (cf. Fig. 1). According
to Eq. (9), this leads to a decrease of ρlong. For α = 90◦ (H ‖ t,
black symbols), the magnetic field diminishes the area of the
domain with ! ‖ t until it completely vanishes. By further
increasing the magnetic-field magnitude, ! rotates away from
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We investigate the spin Hall magnetoresistance in thin-film bilayer heterostructures of the heavy metal Pt
and the antiferromagnetic insulator NiO. While rotating an external magnetic field in the easy plane of NiO,
we record the longitudinal and the transverse resistivity of the Pt layer and observe an amplitude modulation
consistent with the spin Hall magnetoresistance. In comparison to Pt on collinear ferrimagnets, the modulation
is phase shifted by 90◦ and its amplitude strongly increases with the magnitude of the magnetic field. We explain
the observed magnetic field dependence of the spin Hall magnetoresistance in a comprehensive model taking
into account magnetic-field-induced modifications of the domain structure in antiferromagnets. With this generic
model, we are further able to estimate the strength of the magnetoelastic coupling in antiferromagnets. Our detailed
study shows that the spin Hall magnetoresistance is a versatile tool to investigate the magnetic spin structure as
well as magnetoelastic effects, even in antiferromagnetic multidomain materials.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.97.014417

I. INTRODUCTION

Spintronic devices integrating ferromagnetic materials and
heavy metals (HMs) in multilayer hybrid structures represent
well-established basic elements in the field of data storage.
For future spintronic applications, antiferromagnetic materials
have come into the focus of interest [1–7]. They promise ro-
bustness against external magnetic-field perturbations [6,8,9]
as well as faster magnetization dynamics compared to simple
ferromagnets [10], paving the way to ultrafast information
processing [11–13]. Recently, the spin Hall effect (SHE)
[14–17], the spin Seebeck effect [18–21], and the spin Nernst
effect [22], as well as other spin transport phenomena [23–28],
were discussed in different antiferromagnetic insulators (AFIs)
including Cr2O3 [29] and NiO [30–32]. For the integration
of such materials in data storage devices, however, a robust
detection scheme for their antiferromagnetic magnetization
state is required. The spin Hall magnetoresistance (SMR)
[33–35] could serve as a sensitive probe in this regard.
Moreover, the SMR only requires a simple planar metallic
electrode on top of the antiferromagnet, making it a promising
tool for future applications.

The SMR originates from the interplay of charge and
spin currents at the interface between a magnetic insulator
(MI) with magnetization M and a HM with strong spin-orbit
coupling. Owing to the SHE [36], a charge current in the
metal leads to an accumulation of a finite spin polarization
σ at the interface. The exchange of spin angular momentum

*stephan.gepraegs@wmi.badw.de

between M and σ then results in a characteristic dependence
of the metal’s resistivity on the angle ∠(M,σ ) [37]. The
SMR was first experimentally reported in Y3Fe5O12 (YIG)/Pt
hybrid structures [33,34] and theoretically explained by a
nonequilibrium proximity effect [37]. The validity of the SMR
model has been confirmed for YIG/Pt [33–35,38–41] and other
collinear ferrimagnetic insulator/HM systems like YIG/Ta
[38], Fe3O4/Pt [34], NiFe2O4/Pt [34], and CoFe2O4/Pt [42].
Recently, the SMR was used to resolve the orientation of
noncollinear magnetic sublattices in canted (Gd3Fe5O12) [43]
or spiral (Cu2OSeO3) ferrimagnets [44]. In antiferromagnetic
thin films, the SMR has been utilized to study the spin transport
in exchange-coupled YIG/NiO/Pt bilayer systems [27,30–32].
Very recently, the bare SMR effect using antiferromagnets
was reported for Cr2O3/W [45] and bulk NiO/Pt [46,47].
Furthermore, the SMR response of Cr2O3/Pt, NiO/Pt, and
CoO/Pt was recently calculated assuming a single domain
antiferromagnet, where the direction of the antiferromagnetic
vector is determined by the magnetic anisotropy and the
external magnetic field [48].

In this paper, we systematically investigate the SMR in
multidomain antiferromagnetic NiO/Pt bilayer thin films. We
use angular-dependent magnetoresistance (ADMR) measure-
ments, rotating the magnetic field in the easy plane of NiO
to measure the SMR amplitude and phase. We find a 90◦

phase shift of the SMR modulation with respect to the SMR
observed for collinear ferromagnetic insulators (FMIs) [34].
These results demonstrate that the SMR reflects the spin
structure of the antiferromagnetically coupled sublattices in
NiO. We furthermore observe a pronounced dependence of
the SMR amplitude on the applied magnetic field strength. We

2469-9950/2018/97(1)/014417(9) 014417-1 ©2018 American Physical Society
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I. INTRODUCTION

Spintronic devices integrating ferromagnetic materials and
heavy metals (HMs) in multilayer hybrid structures represent
well-established basic elements in the field of data storage.
For future spintronic applications, antiferromagnetic materials
have come into the focus of interest [1–7]. They promise ro-
bustness against external magnetic-field perturbations [6,8,9]
as well as faster magnetization dynamics compared to simple
ferromagnets [10], paving the way to ultrafast information
processing [11–13]. Recently, the spin Hall effect (SHE)
[14–17], the spin Seebeck effect [18–21], and the spin Nernst
effect [22], as well as other spin transport phenomena [23–28],
were discussed in different antiferromagnetic insulators (AFIs)
including Cr2O3 [29] and NiO [30–32]. For the integration
of such materials in data storage devices, however, a robust
detection scheme for their antiferromagnetic magnetization
state is required. The spin Hall magnetoresistance (SMR)
[33–35] could serve as a sensitive probe in this regard.
Moreover, the SMR only requires a simple planar metallic
electrode on top of the antiferromagnet, making it a promising
tool for future applications.

The SMR originates from the interplay of charge and
spin currents at the interface between a magnetic insulator
(MI) with magnetization M and a HM with strong spin-orbit
coupling. Owing to the SHE [36], a charge current in the
metal leads to an accumulation of a finite spin polarization
σ at the interface. The exchange of spin angular momentum
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between M and σ then results in a characteristic dependence
of the metal’s resistivity on the angle ∠(M,σ ) [37]. The
SMR was first experimentally reported in Y3Fe5O12 (YIG)/Pt
hybrid structures [33,34] and theoretically explained by a
nonequilibrium proximity effect [37]. The validity of the SMR
model has been confirmed for YIG/Pt [33–35,38–41] and other
collinear ferrimagnetic insulator/HM systems like YIG/Ta
[38], Fe3O4/Pt [34], NiFe2O4/Pt [34], and CoFe2O4/Pt [42].
Recently, the SMR was used to resolve the orientation of
noncollinear magnetic sublattices in canted (Gd3Fe5O12) [43]
or spiral (Cu2OSeO3) ferrimagnets [44]. In antiferromagnetic
thin films, the SMR has been utilized to study the spin transport
in exchange-coupled YIG/NiO/Pt bilayer systems [27,30–32].
Very recently, the bare SMR effect using antiferromagnets
was reported for Cr2O3/W [45] and bulk NiO/Pt [46,47].
Furthermore, the SMR response of Cr2O3/Pt, NiO/Pt, and
CoO/Pt was recently calculated assuming a single domain
antiferromagnet, where the direction of the antiferromagnetic
vector is determined by the magnetic anisotropy and the
external magnetic field [48].

In this paper, we systematically investigate the SMR in
multidomain antiferromagnetic NiO/Pt bilayer thin films. We
use angular-dependent magnetoresistance (ADMR) measure-
ments, rotating the magnetic field in the easy plane of NiO
to measure the SMR amplitude and phase. We find a 90◦

phase shift of the SMR modulation with respect to the SMR
observed for collinear ferromagnetic insulators (FMIs) [34].
These results demonstrate that the SMR reflects the spin
structure of the antiferromagnetically coupled sublattices in
NiO. We furthermore observe a pronounced dependence of
the SMR amplitude on the applied magnetic field strength. We
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Clear	low	field	magnetoresistance,	is	the	
AFM	playing	a	role?	

Pt	Hall	Bar	on	LSFO/LSMO,	I=+/-	500	microamps

LSFO	(~12	nm)//LSMO	(~35	nm)		//	LSAT

<latexit sha1_base64="wH+YYJcH4oz7jOqKwMwb+OVWGvY=">AAACAnicdVDLSgMxFM34rPU16krcBIvgqmSKre2u6MZlBfuAzlAyadqGZjJDkhHKMLjxV9y4UMStX+HOvzGdjqCiBy6cnHMvuff4EWdKI/RhLS2vrK6tFzaKm1vbO7v23n5HhbEktE1CHsqejxXlTNC2ZprTXiQpDnxOu/70cu53b6lULBQ3ehZRL8BjwUaMYG2kgX3oTrBOROpGVEYwe7iKjQOcDuwSKleqqFFHEJVRBkOqyGnUHOjkSgnkaA3sd3cYkjigQhOOleo7KNJegqVmhNO06MaKRphM8Zj2DRU4oMpLshNSeGKUIRyF0pTQMFO/TyQ4UGoW+KYzwHqifntz8S+vH+tR3UuYiGJNBVl8NIo51CGc5wGHTFKi+cwQTCQzu0IywRITbVIrmhC+LoX/k06l7NTK1euzUvMij6MAjsAxOAUOOAdNcAVaoA0IuAMP4Ak8W/fWo/VivS5al6x85gD8gPX2CVJQmA0=</latexit>

n̂ ? �̂
<latexit sha1_base64="rtEuezVKToGDNQaw54PlT1qJnjk=">AAACBnicdVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdSnCYBFclUzRPnZFNy4r2Ac0oUymk3boZBJmJkIJWbnxV9y4UMSt3+DOv3HSVlDRAxcO59zLvff4MWdKO86HtbS8srq2Xtgobm5t7+zae/sdFSWS0DaJeCR7PlaUM0HbmmlOe7GkOPQ57fqTy9zv3lKpWCRu9DSmXohHggWMYG2kgX3kjrFORebGWGLOKYczwVVsFOJsYJecsuM4CCGYE1SrOoY0GvUKqkOUWwYlsEBrYL+7w4gkIRWacKxUHzmx9lIsNSOcZkU3UTTGZIJHtG+owCFVXjp7I4MnRhnCIJKmhIYz9ftEikOlpqFvOkOsx+q3l4t/ef1EB3UvZSJONBVkvihIONQRzDOBQyYp0XxqCCaSmVshGZs8iDbJFU0IX5/C/0mnUkbV8vn1Wal5sYijAA7BMTgFCNRAE1yBFmgDAu7AA3gCz9a99Wi9WK/z1iVrMXMAfsB6+wSEGJnT</latexit>

n̂ k �̂

Pattern	in	Vtrans	vs	angle	roughly	consistent	with	that	
seen	at	large	field	in	NiO



Vs. T @ 45o
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WARNING!	Ongoing	Research	

Have	not	yet	done	
magnetometry,	
but	Tn	likely	300	K	

or	below?

LSFO	(~12	nm)//LSMO	(~35	nm)		//	LSAT

<latexit sha1_base64="WcXsgn7AwU2oXQFEud83E3V+tAg=">AAACGXicbVDJSgNBEO1xN25Rj14ag+DFMCNuF0HUg8cIJgqZGHo6NUljz0J3jRia+Q0v/ooXD4p41JN/Y2c5aOKDgsd7VVTVC1IpNLrutzMxOTU9Mzs3X1hYXFpeKa6u1XSSKQ5VnshE3QRMgxQxVFGghJtUAYsCCdfB3VnPv74HpUUSX2E3hUbE2rEIBWdopWbR9UPFuPHPQSKjtdzUmsZHeMAgNJphnufH+z6KCLTn3pqd3bxZLLlltw86TrwhKZEhKs3ip99KeBZBjFwyreuem2LDMIWCS8gLfqYhZfyOtaFuaczsrobpf5bTLau0aJgoWzHSvvp7wrBI624U2M6IYUePej3xP6+eYXjUMCJOM4SYDxaFmaSY0F5MtCUUcJRdSxhXwt5KeYfZqNCGWbAheKMvj5Pabtk7KO9f7pVOTodxzJENskm2iUcOyQm5IBVSJZw8kmfySt6cJ+fFeXc+Bq0TznBmnfyB8/UDRiahFQ==</latexit>

�V

Vsat
= 5⇥ 10�2

LARGE	MR	(100x	larger	
than	NiO	at	a	17	T)	

Almost	certainly	indicates	
that	LSMO	effects	

contribute



Compare Pt Hall bars with no current channel
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<latexit sha1_base64="YmYCE7gu1GmRh8qczZRj1pXr3RM=">AAACAHicbVDJSgNBEO1xjXGLevDgpTEI8RJmxO0Y9JKbUcwCSQg9nZqkSc9Cd40Yhrn4K148KOLVz/Dm39hZDpr4oODxXhVV9dxICo22/W0tLC4tr6xm1rLrG5tb27md3ZoOY8WhykMZqobLNEgRQBUFSmhECpjvSqi7g+uRX38ApUUY3OMwgrbPeoHwBGdopE5u/66TtBAe0fWScprSQuvGhx477uTydtEeg84TZ0ryZIpKJ/fV6oY89iFALpnWTceOsJ0whYJLSLOtWEPE+ID1oGlowHzQ7WT8QEqPjNKlXqhMBUjH6u+JhPlaD33XdPoM+3rWG4n/ec0Yvct2IoIoRgj4ZJEXS4ohHaVBu0IBRzk0hHElzK2U95liHE1mWROCM/vyPKmdFJ3z4tntab50NY0jQw7IISkQh1yQEimTCqkSTlLyTF7Jm/VkvVjv1sekdcGazuyRP7A+fwArxZYj</latexit> R
H
(⌦

)

<latexit sha1_base64="o1OWusEBHhr7kvtUCYMHyjY047o=">AAAB9XicbVDJSgNBEO2JW4xb1KOXxiB4CjPidgx68RjBLJCMoadTkzTpWeiuUcMw/+HFgyJe/Rdv/o2dZA6a+KDg8V4VVfW8WAqNtv1tFZaWV1bXiuuljc2t7Z3y7l5TR4ni0OCRjFTbYxqkCKGBAiW0YwUs8CS0vNH1xG89gNIiCu9wHIMbsEEofMEZGum+2Uu7CE/o+SlmWa9csav2FHSRODmpkBz1Xvmr2494EkCIXDKtO44do5syhYJLyErdREPM+IgNoGNoyALQbjq9OqNHRulTP1KmQqRT9fdEygKtx4FnOgOGQz3vTcT/vE6C/qWbijBOEEI+W+QnkmJEJxHQvlDAUY4NYVwJcyvlQ6YYRxNUyYTgzL+8SJonVee8enZ7Wqld5XEUyQE5JMfEIRekRm5InTQIJ4o8k1fyZj1aL9a79TFrLVj5zD75A+vzB1S9kxI=</latexit>

Vt
<latexit sha1_base64="5RBWxdAxVZrd8YVBewSQbcOtm6Q=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0nEr2PRi94qmLbQhrLZbtqlu5uwuxFK6G/w4kERr/4gb/4bN20O2vpg4PHeDDPzwoQzbVz32ymtrK6tb5Q3K1vbO7t71f2Dlo5TRahPYh6rTog15UxS3zDDaSdRFIuQ03Y4vs399hNVmsXy0UwSGgg8lCxiBBsr+b1EoPt+tebW3RnQMvEKUoMCzX71qzeISSqoNIRjrbuem5ggw8owwum00ks1TTAZ4yHtWiqxoDrIZsdO0YlVBiiKlS1p0Ez9PZFhofVEhLZTYDPSi14u/ud1UxNdBxmTSWqoJPNFUcqRiVH+ORowRYnhE0swUczeisgIK0yMzadiQ/AWX14mrbO6d1m/eDivNW6KOMpwBMdwCh5cQQPuoAk+EGDwDK/w5kjnxXl3PuatJaeYOYQ/cD5/AESkjlg=</latexit>±I<latexit sha1_base64="o1OWusEBHhr7kvtUCYMHyjY047o=">AAAB9XicbVDJSgNBEO2JW4xb1KOXxiB4CjPidgx68RjBLJCMoadTkzTpWeiuUcMw/+HFgyJe/Rdv/o2dZA6a+KDg8V4VVfW8WAqNtv1tFZaWV1bXiuuljc2t7Z3y7l5TR4ni0OCRjFTbYxqkCKGBAiW0YwUs8CS0vNH1xG89gNIiCu9wHIMbsEEofMEZGum+2Uu7CE/o+SlmWa9csav2FHSRODmpkBz1Xvmr2494EkCIXDKtO44do5syhYJLyErdREPM+IgNoGNoyALQbjq9OqNHRulTP1KmQqRT9fdEygKtx4FnOgOGQz3vTcT/vE6C/qWbijBOEEI+W+QnkmJEJxHQvlDAUY4NYVwJcyvlQ6YYRxNUyYTgzL+8SJonVee8enZ7Wqld5XEUyQE5JMfEIRekRm5InTQIJ4o8k1fyZj1aL9a79TFrLVj5zD75A+vzB1S9kxI=</latexit>Vt<latexit sha1_base64="5RBWxdAxVZrd8YVBewSQbcOtm6Q=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0nEr2PRi94qmLbQhrLZbtqlu5uwuxFK6G/w4kERr/4gb/4bN20O2vpg4PHeDDPzwoQzbVz32ymtrK6tb5Q3K1vbO7t71f2Dlo5TRahPYh6rTog15UxS3zDDaSdRFIuQ03Y4vs399hNVmsXy0UwSGgg8lCxiBBsr+b1EoPt+tebW3RnQMvEKUoMCzX71qzeISSqoNIRjrbuem5ggw8owwum00ks1TTAZ4yHtWiqxoDrIZsdO0YlVBiiKlS1p0Ez9PZFhofVEhLZTYDPSi14u/ud1UxNdBxmTSWqoJPNFUcqRiVH+ORowRYnhE0swUczeisgIK0yMzadiQ/AWX14mrbO6d1m/eDivNW6KOMpwBMdwCh5cQQPuoAk+EGDwDK/w5kjnxXl3PuatJaeYOYQ/cD5/AESkjlg=</latexit>±I

<latexit sha1_base64="o1OWusEBHhr7kvtUCYMHyjY047o=">AAAB9XicbVDJSgNBEO2JW4xb1KOXxiB4CjPidgx68RjBLJCMoadTkzTpWeiuUcMw/+HFgyJe/Rdv/o2dZA6a+KDg8V4VVfW8WAqNtv1tFZaWV1bXiuuljc2t7Z3y7l5TR4ni0OCRjFTbYxqkCKGBAiW0YwUs8CS0vNH1xG89gNIiCu9wHIMbsEEofMEZGum+2Uu7CE/o+SlmWa9csav2FHSRODmpkBz1Xvmr2494EkCIXDKtO44do5syhYJLyErdREPM+IgNoGNoyALQbjq9OqNHRulTP1KmQqRT9fdEygKtx4FnOgOGQz3vTcT/vE6C/qWbijBOEEI+W+QnkmJEJxHQvlDAUY4NYVwJcyvlQ6YYRxNUyYTgzL+8SJonVee8enZ7Wqld5XEUyQE5JMfEIRekRm5InTQIJ4o8k1fyZj1aL9a79TFrLVj5zD75A+vzB1S9kxI=</latexit>

Vt<latexit sha1_base64="5RBWxdAxVZrd8YVBewSQbcOtm6Q=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0nEr2PRi94qmLbQhrLZbtqlu5uwuxFK6G/w4kERr/4gb/4bN20O2vpg4PHeDDPzwoQzbVz32ymtrK6tb5Q3K1vbO7t71f2Dlo5TRahPYh6rTog15UxS3zDDaSdRFIuQ03Y4vs399hNVmsXy0UwSGgg8lCxiBBsr+b1EoPt+tebW3RnQMvEKUoMCzX71qzeISSqoNIRjrbuem5ggw8owwum00ks1TTAZ4yHtWiqxoDrIZsdO0YlVBiiKlS1p0Ez9PZFhofVEhLZTYDPSi14u/ud1UxNdBxmTSWqoJPNFUcqRiVH+ORowRYnhE0swUczeisgIK0yMzadiQ/AWX14mrbO6d1m/eDivNW6KOMpwBMdwCh5cQQPuoAk+EGDwDK/w5kjnxXl3PuatJaeYOYQ/cD5/AESkjlg=</latexit>±I

a) b)

with	no	Pt	channel,	
this	geometry	tests	
planar	Hall	effect,	
longitudinal	MR	in	

LSMO

with	the	Pt	channel,	
spin	effects	should	be	
larger,		planar	Hall	
effect,	longitudinal	
MR	in	LSMO	partially	

shunted

WARNING!	Ongoing	
Research	

Total	change	of	symmetry	of	the	signals	when	Pt	current	channel	is	absent



Even with pinholes, SHMR “knows” about AFM
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LSFO	(~3	nm)//LSMO	(~10	nm)		//	STO

Tn

10x10 micron scan (Takamura_AK810002.ibw)
Particulates? 

LSFO grains?

LSMO grains?

Dramatic	shift	in	size	and	shape	of	
SHMR	voltage	vs.	H	at	Tn=300	K

<latexit sha1_base64="o1OWusEBHhr7kvtUCYMHyjY047o=">AAAB9XicbVDJSgNBEO2JW4xb1KOXxiB4CjPidgx68RjBLJCMoadTkzTpWeiuUcMw/+HFgyJe/Rdv/o2dZA6a+KDg8V4VVfW8WAqNtv1tFZaWV1bXiuuljc2t7Z3y7l5TR4ni0OCRjFTbYxqkCKGBAiW0YwUs8CS0vNH1xG89gNIiCu9wHIMbsEEofMEZGum+2Uu7CE/o+SlmWa9csav2FHSRODmpkBz1Xvmr2494EkCIXDKtO44do5syhYJLyErdREPM+IgNoGNoyALQbjq9OqNHRulTP1KmQqRT9fdEygKtx4FnOgOGQz3vTcT/vE6C/qWbijBOEEI+W+QnkmJEJxHQvlDAUY4NYVwJcyvlQ6YYRxNUyYTgzL+8SJonVee8enZ7Wqld5XEUyQE5JMfEIRekRm5InTQIJ4o8k1fyZj1aL9a79TFrLVj5zD75A+vzB1S9kxI=</latexit>

Vt<latexit sha1_base64="5RBWxdAxVZrd8YVBewSQbcOtm6Q=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0nEr2PRi94qmLbQhrLZbtqlu5uwuxFK6G/w4kERr/4gb/4bN20O2vpg4PHeDDPzwoQzbVz32ymtrK6tb5Q3K1vbO7t71f2Dlo5TRahPYh6rTog15UxS3zDDaSdRFIuQ03Y4vs399hNVmsXy0UwSGgg8lCxiBBsr+b1EoPt+tebW3RnQMvEKUoMCzX71qzeISSqoNIRjrbuem5ggw8owwum00ks1TTAZ4yHtWiqxoDrIZsdO0YlVBiiKlS1p0Ez9PZFhofVEhLZTYDPSi14u/ud1UxNdBxmTSWqoJPNFUcqRiVH+ORowRYnhE0swUczeisgIK0yMzadiQ/AWX14mrbO6d1m/eDivNW6KOMpwBMdwCh5cQQPuoAk+EGDwDK/w5kjnxXl3PuatJaeYOYQ/cD5/AESkjlg=</latexit>±I

T=300	K



Finally, back to the case of Cr
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<latexit sha1_base64="o1OWusEBHhr7kvtUCYMHyjY047o=">AAAB9XicbVDJSgNBEO2JW4xb1KOXxiB4CjPidgx68RjBLJCMoadTkzTpWeiuUcMw/+HFgyJe/Rdv/o2dZA6a+KDg8V4VVfW8WAqNtv1tFZaWV1bXiuuljc2t7Z3y7l5TR4ni0OCRjFTbYxqkCKGBAiW0YwUs8CS0vNH1xG89gNIiCu9wHIMbsEEofMEZGum+2Uu7CE/o+SlmWa9csav2FHSRODmpkBz1Xvmr2494EkCIXDKtO44do5syhYJLyErdREPM+IgNoGNoyALQbjq9OqNHRulTP1KmQqRT9fdEygKtx4FnOgOGQz3vTcT/vE6C/qWbijBOEEI+W+QnkmJEJxHQvlDAUY4NYVwJcyvlQ6YYRxNUyYTgzL+8SJonVee8enZ7Wqld5XEUyQE5JMfEIRekRm5InTQIJ4o8k1fyZj1aL9a79TFrLVj5zD75A+vzB1S9kxI=</latexit>

Vt<latexit sha1_base64="5RBWxdAxVZrd8YVBewSQbcOtm6Q=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0nEr2PRi94qmLbQhrLZbtqlu5uwuxFK6G/w4kERr/4gb/4bN20O2vpg4PHeDDPzwoQzbVz32ymtrK6tb5Q3K1vbO7t71f2Dlo5TRahPYh6rTog15UxS3zDDaSdRFIuQ03Y4vs399hNVmsXy0UwSGgg8lCxiBBsr+b1EoPt+tebW3RnQMvEKUoMCzX71qzeISSqoNIRjrbuem5ggw8owwum00ks1TTAZ4yHtWiqxoDrIZsdO0YlVBiiKlS1p0Ez9PZFhofVEhLZTYDPSi14u/ud1UxNdBxmTSWqoJPNFUcqRiVH+ORowRYnhE0swUczeisgIK0yMzadiQ/AWX14mrbO6d1m/eDivNW6KOMpwBMdwCh5cQQPuoAk+EGDwDK/w5kjnxXl3PuatJaeYOYQ/cD5/AESkjlg=</latexit>±I

<latexit sha1_base64="o1OWusEBHhr7kvtUCYMHyjY047o=">AAAB9XicbVDJSgNBEO2JW4xb1KOXxiB4CjPidgx68RjBLJCMoadTkzTpWeiuUcMw/+HFgyJe/Rdv/o2dZA6a+KDg8V4VVfW8WAqNtv1tFZaWV1bXiuuljc2t7Z3y7l5TR4ni0OCRjFTbYxqkCKGBAiW0YwUs8CS0vNH1xG89gNIiCu9wHIMbsEEofMEZGum+2Uu7CE/o+SlmWa9csav2FHSRODmpkBz1Xvmr2494EkCIXDKtO44do5syhYJLyErdREPM+IgNoGNoyALQbjq9OqNHRulTP1KmQqRT9fdEygKtx4FnOgOGQz3vTcT/vE6C/qWbijBOEEI+W+QnkmJEJxHQvlDAUY4NYVwJcyvlQ6YYRxNUyYTgzL+8SJonVee8enZ7Wqld5XEUyQE5JMfEIRekRm5InTQIJ4o8k1fyZj1aL9a79TFrLVj5zD75A+vzB1S9kxI=</latexit>

Vt<latexit sha1_base64="5RBWxdAxVZrd8YVBewSQbcOtm6Q=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0nEr2PRi94qmLbQhrLZbtqlu5uwuxFK6G/w4kERr/4gb/4bN20O2vpg4PHeDDPzwoQzbVz32ymtrK6tb5Q3K1vbO7t71f2Dlo5TRahPYh6rTog15UxS3zDDaSdRFIuQ03Y4vs399hNVmsXy0UwSGgg8lCxiBBsr+b1EoPt+tebW3RnQMvEKUoMCzX71qzeISSqoNIRjrbuem5ggw8owwum00ks1TTAZ4yHtWiqxoDrIZsdO0YlVBiiKlS1p0Ez9PZFhofVEhLZTYDPSi14u/ud1UxNdBxmTSWqoJPNFUcqRiVH+ORowRYnhE0swUczeisgIK0yMzadiQ/AWX14mrbO6d1m/eDivNW6KOMpwBMdwCh5cQQPuoAk+EGDwDK/w5kjnxXl3PuatJaeYOYQ/cD5/AESkjlg=</latexit>±I

290 K

≈ 0.55	&'

( ∥ *++

( ⊥ *++
≈ 0.045	&'

≈ 0.05	&'

Pt	Hall	bar Cr	Hall	bar

Larger	baseline	voltage	consistent	with	less	
shunting	from	Cr,	as	expected,	but	almost	no	

change	with	applied	field?	



Cr/LSFO XPEEM: Unfortunate interactions…
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Fe XMLD Comparison
Bilayer + Cr

0.1% Nb:STO

~40 nm LSMO

~70 nm Cr
~4 nm LSFO

0.1% Nb:STO

~40 nm LSMO

~70 nm Cr
~4 nm LSFO
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Collapse	of	Fe	XMLD	signal	
indicates	that	ion	

implantation	in	the	THICK	Cr	
killed	the	AFM	in	the	LSFO.		

Possible	cause	is	Cr	+	Heating.		
Could	mean	our	Cr/LSFO/

LSMO	microheater	
experiments	probe	the	case	

of	NO	AFM



•Large (enough), thickness dependent spin conversion 
efficiency in evaporated Cr thin films 
– Bleser, et al. JAP 131 113904 (2022) 

•Temperature dependence in local heating LSSE in 
evaporated Cr suggests a possible role for AFM order?  
– Bleser, et al. in preparation 

•Exchange coupled Perovskite Oxide AFM/FM bilayers 
are promising for controllable antiferromagnetic 
spintronics 
– More data coming soon…

Conclusions
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<latexit sha1_base64="o1OWusEBHhr7kvtUCYMHyjY047o=">AAAB9XicbVDJSgNBEO2JW4xb1KOXxiB4CjPidgx68RjBLJCMoadTkzTpWeiuUcMw/+HFgyJe/Rdv/o2dZA6a+KDg8V4VVfW8WAqNtv1tFZaWV1bXiuuljc2t7Z3y7l5TR4ni0OCRjFTbYxqkCKGBAiW0YwUs8CS0vNH1xG89gNIiCu9wHIMbsEEofMEZGum+2Uu7CE/o+SlmWa9csav2FHSRODmpkBz1Xvmr2494EkCIXDKtO44do5syhYJLyErdREPM+IgNoGNoyALQbjq9OqNHRulTP1KmQqRT9fdEygKtx4FnOgOGQz3vTcT/vE6C/qWbijBOEEI+W+QnkmJEJxHQvlDAUY4NYVwJcyvlQ6YYRxNUyYTgzL+8SJonVee8enZ7Wqld5XEUyQE5JMfEIRekRm5InTQIJ4o8k1fyZj1aL9a79TFrLVj5zD75A+vzB1S9kxI=</latexit>
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